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 IT BOLDLY1CAN HIDE CRAFT
Officials of American To-
.
.4
4
a
lbacco Co. Arrested.
USE POSITIONS TO
ROB THE COMPANY
tecks Issued for Money Which Was
Used in Gambling and On
The Races.
4iNE OF THE ACCUSED
" FORMERLY OF LOUISVILLE1SOME REMARKABLYFRANK STATEMENTS.
Declaration of J. H. Schiff,
Ex-Equitab13irustee.
POSITION OF DIRECTOR
A NEGLIGIBLE QUANTITY.
Insurance Company's Executive Offi-
cers Only Let Directors Know
What Suits Them.
ew York, Sept. zn.—Edward F.
e, of Louisville, and Harry
k, of Brooklyn, employes of the
*Andrews & Forbes company, •
.nch of the American Tobacco
ePinpany, charged with grand lar-
disty,_are in jail here this morning
unabirto ere *ail.
President Karl Jungbluth, of the
MacAndrews de Forbes company,
went into the offices of the company
at in Fifth avenue yesterday after-
noon, accompanied by Detective Ser-
geant Farley of the District Attor-
ney's office, and summoned the secre-
tary and treasurer, Edwin F. Hale,
and the auditor, Harry Snaock. He
introduced them to Farley, svho ar-
rested them on bench warrantk
charging them with grandllarceny.
Shortage Estimated at Woo.
Hale arid Smock had been indicted
by the grand jury for grand larceny.
The amount specified aggregated
0111344 $to so, *hose& an incomplete
nomination of the boolut of the Mac-
Andrews & Forbes company showed
at least $7,000 missing, and an esti-
mate of what was gene altogether
ran as high as Ssoo. Nearly all of
this money, acceding to evidence
which is corroborated by confessions
bf the prisoners, was lost in gam-
bling.
The MacAndrewar & Forbes com-
pany. which is capitalised at tom-
nen. deals in licorice coot, paste and
powder Hahe and Smock have beenin its employ for years. Hale, whois thirty-three years old, had a salary
of Woo, and Smock, who is thirty-
seven, drew $3,609. They lived in the
Earlington hotel at en West Twen-
ty-seventh street. They had always
appeared to he men of quiet lives,
and were, of course, trusted employes.Roth had authority to sign checksdrawn on the home bank of the corn-
' piny. the Fourth Street National, of
Philadelphia.
What They art Charged With.
It was a simple matter to get the
money. They could make out a checkto :he order of the company and one
could indorse it, making it payable tothe order of the other.
The check upon which the indict-ment for larceny in the first degrel
Was based was for Moo, and wasdrawn cn August 8 by both men and
n. Sr•eti in Hale's favor, the coM-pany stamp being used for the pur-pose.
Jungbluth, besides being one
of the principal men in the AmericanTobacco company and its branches,is the head of the racing firm ofJungbluth & Middleton, whose horse,the Picket, won the American derbyat Chicago twb 'years ago, and theBeooklyn Handicap at Gravesendlast year. He has the reputation ofnever betting on the races, j4 hasnot seen a race for a year.
Hale Known in Louisville.Louisville, Sept. ag—Edwin F.Hale, who was indicted in New Yorkwith Harry Smock, was formerly son-netted with Junhluth & Ratterberg,licorice dealers, and was taken Eastby Mr. Jungbluth when the businessof the former was sold to the Am-erican Tobacco company. Mr. Jtmg-Muth was made president at a salaryof Sas,000 a year.. Mr. Hale was re-cently elected oseretary at a hand-aortae salary. His friends 'here areshocked and do not believe Hale hasdone anything wrong.
Hale lived in Brooklyn for someyears after going to New York, butfor the past two yeast had had a
suite of rooms ivith Smock at theEarlington hotel. Hale has acted as
secretary and treasurer for Middle-ton & Jungbluth's racing partnership,4i but has taken little \ interest in thehorses. He has been closely cetlfin-ed to his desk, and has paid strictattention to business, and was con-
sidered one of the rising young menin the American Tobacco company.He has offites at itt Fifth avenue.
where the MacAndrews & Forbescompany occupy swell' offices.
Hale is the young man who' guess-
ed the winners of first, second anda third moneys in the Prnoklytt andi-
cap contest conducted by the Lea-
New York, Sept. 'cr.—Jacob it.
Schiff, head of the firm of. Kuhn/.
Loeb & Co, bankers of this city; and
formerly a director of the Equitable
Life Assurance Society, was the first
witness called before the legislative.
kite insurande investigating committee
today:
Mn. Schiff said he had become a di-
rector of the Equitable society in the
latter part cf 1893 or the first part
of 1894. His firm had had dealings
with the society for a quarter of a
century prior to that time.
The question of the propriety of
the firm of Kuhn, Loeb & Co. dealing
with the Equitable society occurred
to farm, and be took weasel upon the
matter and was advised that there
was nothing to prevent his firm from
properly ratiatainiag such relations.
He wes a director of the society
four or five years before' he became
a mambet of any committee of it.
Then he was made a member of the
finance committee.
' Call Hide Graft. _
Mt. Schiff stated that the position
of director in large corporations ill
New York, and he presanted else-
where, was a negligible quantity. If
any execative officer wished to con-
ceal anything front the directors he
could easily do an, and the director,
under prevailing conditions, is power-
less to prevent any irregularity.
Mr. Schiff testified that the Equit-
able was in the bands of the executive
officers, and he bad no way of know-
ing more than these executive offi-
cers chose to tell him.
Thought Inspropar.
He reftv-ed an election to the ex-
ecutive committee because of the re-
lations of his firns to the society.
This, witness said, was because he
thought it would be improper for him
as 'a member of the executive conit
tee to pass upon any dealings histren
might have with the society.
Up to a recent time Mr. Schiff was
qualified as a director by shares
transferred by Mr.. Hyde. Mr. Hyde
drew the dividend, on these shares.
Mr. Schiff received no beneficial re-
sults from them. They were trans-
ferred to the trustees under the Ryan
purchase. afr. Schiff said that prior
to last February he was not, a policy
holder in the Equitable, and was notin any different position from many
other directors and held his position
at the request of Mr. Hyttel He was
asked to become a member of the fi-
nance committee, so that he couldgive hip judgment on the securitiesthe society purchased.
In Name Only.
The question of propriety did not
occur to him on this point, becausethe finance committee does not de-
cide the actual purchase, but me
advises the sale or purchior of,
curitics. The value of his advice-'
this regard, witness said, was
same as a jade of a higher c
because of his experience. Hi- posi-
tion was not one of much importance
he •staled, because he could not in-
sist that his judgment he followed.
He could not say it was a surprise
to him to find that hit position as a
member of the finance committee
was perfunctory.
A FUSION TICKET IS NAMED.
RUSSIA HER HOPE
San Francisco. City of Graft, May Be
Saved From the Machine.
San Francisco, Sept. 29.—A com-plete fusion was effected last night
by the democrats and republican mu-
niciplal conventions and a joint ticket
was nomihated. John S. Partridge(repliblican) was nominated for may-
or. A minority faction in the repub-lican convention, commonly designat-
ed as ifie 'Rue' faction, gave notice
that it would not be hound by the
choice of the majority.
Position of Germany Is Rec-
ognized as Desperate.
WANTS TO FORM A
COUNTER ALLIANCE
Stands Alone Now, Just When May
Be Required to Intervene in
Austrian Squabble.
WITTE'S VISIT WAS TO
FORM ALLIANCE.
, Berlin, Sept. 29.—Uutil the Ger-
man emperor shall have formed a
,counter combination to the Anglo-
Japanese alliance, Germany's interna-
tional position is regarded as little
short of deasperate. The present de-
velopments in Hungary increase the
alarm felt in Berlin political circles,
where, however, it is hoped that thedissolution of the dual monarchy will
not occur before a new political con-
stellation can be created under theGerman leadership.
England's diplomacy has succeed-
ed in isolating the Fatherland at the
very moment when the Kaiser's forc-
es may be required to intervene in
Austria-Hungary in order to keep atleast some parts of that empire un-der German influence. The Berlingovernment considers that even this
would be unattainable without Rus-
sia's aid, and it is, therefore, believ-
ed that the corning Russo-German
compact will contain some secret
claube dealing with the Southern Eu-
ropean situation. ,
-ington Farmer and Breeder, and gain-
ed, a prize of $2,500. He comes toLouisville no* and then, as Ms
mother and brotiter live here.
Amalmommila
Preen Thinks So.The Berlin press, with the excep-tion !if socialistic organs, finds that
a Ruaso-German alliance is necessary.It is feinted in apparently inspired
articles that Russia and Germany,
shut out from expansion in the FarEast, must seek compensation else-
where and that no power on earth
can stop them so long as they operatetogether on land.
It is held that such language can
only mean that the partition of theAustro-Hungarian and Turkish em-pires is contemplatgd as pn offset tothe overawing masilry of the seas Anthe Far East arranged by England
and Japan.
Iftr•
Father Kills Man Who
Called Son Deserter.
FIGHT TO DEATH
HIGH r: THE AIR
Finding of a Woman's Skeleton in
New York Develops Another
Foul Murder.
Wootton of Witte.
Nit, Witte's recent audience withthe German emperor was for the pur-pose of securing not only the inter-
est of Germany iu the coming peace ,
conference at The Hague and a closeRusso-German understanding in gen-eral, but especially a more intimate'co-operation in Asian politics, as a
counterpoise to the Anglinjapanese
A lively telegraphic comimmicationbetween the foreign offices in St.Petersburg and Berlin this week hasprovided a basis for the settlement ofGerman and Russian spheres of in-fluence in the so-called New East.
Against the English.
Included in the arrangement is a
mutual guarantee against English ag-gression. It is feared here that theFatherland's Bagdad railway may
sometime be exposed to the same
situation as Rassia's Chinese East-
ern railway.
At the same time Russia wantsGerman help to protect its interestsin Persia. This grouping puts the
world powers in two chain3, between which France serves as a con-
necting link.
TO GIVE ANOTHER MILLION.
Illinois Man's Donation Toward Un-iversity Bearing his Name.
Martinsville, Ind., Sept. 29—Atyesterday's session of the IndianaSynod of the Cumberland 'Presbyter-ian church it was announced thatitheStat000 necessary to secure the gift
of jgoo,000 offered by James Milli-ken, of Decatur, Ill., for the universi-ty at that phtce bearing his name
would be raised, flia that Mr. Milli-ken had offered a million dollars
more to the 'laver/24y provided Oa,-000 additional was raised by sgooll. It
was stated that this money would be
secured. Dr. W. J. Larby, of' Evans-
ville, Ind., was re elected a trustee
of the university.
ORANCO-RU1SIAN
TREATY SIGNED.
St. Petersburg, Sept. 29.—The newIrtisateti- R us sia n commercial conven-tion was signed at St. Petersburg to-day.. • becomes effective hfierch 1,t •
- •
LYNCHING IN SIGHT
FOR ASSAULT CRIME
LIFE HELD 
 CHEAP1JAPAN IS 
 HAPPY
Over the Character of the
Treaty With England.
Pan,, Ky., Sept. 29.—Millersburg,
eight miles east of here, is astir over
the arrest of two young negroes last
nigpt, who, it is alleged, broke into
the home of Mrs. James Collins, a
widow, with the intent of commit-
ting criminal assault on her and her
two yourtg daughters.
After gaining an entrance to the
house one of the negroes attacked
Mrs. Collins, while the other sprang
at her eldest daughter, a pretty girl,
aged nineteen. One of the negroes
wore a mask and the young son of
Mrs. Collins pulled this from his face
when he rushed into, the room.
The negroes made their escape, but
from a good description given by
young Collins to Marshal Howard
he mede two arrests yesterday morn-
ing and placed the suspects in jail.
There is talk about quick jostice be-ing meted to the negroes, should it
be shown that the guilty parties are
in jail.
Ballet Grazed His Head.
Lexington, Ky., Sept. Al.—Henry
Wallace and R. L. Nash, prominent
trotting horsemen, had a difficulty yes
terday morning which came near end-
ing iu
 
the death of Nash, Wallace
siWiving his revolver in Nash's face
declared he would kill him, but the
weapon was knocked up and the ball
otty grazed his forehead. Dr. John
.Hagyard separated the men. They
are both determined, and it is feared
one will yet be killed. Nash married
a sister of Wallace, and it is said the
trouble is of a domestic nature.
I
Murder Cases Are <:ha
liopkinsville, Ky.. Sept. 29—The
trial of Geo. Griffin for murder was
begin yesterday in the circuit court.,
Griffin rhot and killed Henry Warner,
a prominent North Christian farmer,
several month: ago while he was at
work in his field. Judge Thos. P.
Cook was summoned to Benton, Ky.,
yesterday as a witness in the trial of
former Sheriff Walter Holland,' andin his absence Judge C. H. Bush is
presiding.
DEFENSIVE AND
OFFENSIVE ALLIANCE.
Equal Opportunities for International
Commerce and Industry to the
Whole World.
JAPAN IN INDIA AND
KOREA "BARGAIN BANZAI."
Sprinkled Him With Shot.
Manchester, Ky., Sept. 29.—DanielWolod, was shot twice with a shot-gun by William Setser, a tenant on
thesfarm of the former, yesterday onCrane creek, in Clay county. The
trouble came up over who shouldhave the fruit growing upon the farm
rented by Setser. Woods claimed
the fruit, and when he went with his
wagon and team to Setser's housefor a load of apples Setser came out
with his shotgun and fired, fifty small
shot taking effect in Woods' body.Woods is painfully but not seriously
wounded. Officers have gone to ar-
rest Setser, and he will be taken to
Manchester for trial.
Shot Son's Abuser.
Chicago, Sept. 29.—When he heard
a report that 'his sott had desertedthe Carpenters' Union during its trouhie a year ago, and that a friend,Joteph Kran, had mode the accusa-tion, William Ketippel sought Kranlast night and when he found him,he struck him with an ex, fracturinghis skull. Knit: it is said, will die.
Both the father and son, Augustgauppel, were arrested, charged with
attempting to commit murder.
Kran was at work on the thirdfloor of a hew building when Keup-
nel found him. Scores Of pedestrians
sate the men clinging to beams andfit's-ling bolts and other missiles at
each other.
Kran fell fron) the third to the sec-4Ind poor when he was struck withthe ax, and he was unconscious whenthe police arrived.
•1•1•10=11•1.111
Tokio, Sept. 29.—Miarquis Ito, in
his capacity of president of the privy
council, was granted an audience by
the emperor, and received the imper-ial -escript of the renewed alliancebetween Japan and Great Britain. Im-
mediately thereafter the emperor re-
ceived the privy council as a whole.
Count Katsura is reported to have
then explained the treaty.
There is general rejoicing through-
out the city. British and Japaneseflags are much in'evidence.
The Koktsmin Shia:bun, the govern
ment newspaper, says editorially:
"The new treaty is not merely a
continuation Of the old, but it it a
natural development from that, an
extension of the terms and scope re-
sulting in a defensive and offensive
a/fiance. The old treaty, which proved
quite satisfactory to both parties, has
now been given a positive character.
This does not imply any sinister pur-
pose, but rather that not only the sig-
natories, jaut the whole world as well,
will be benefited, especially in view
of the equal opportunities for inter-
national comaserce 'and industry that
are made possiblic by it.
'The position of Korea recognizedby Russia at Portsmouth, and also
by this new ailiaace, is now made in-_
disputable. Japan's new burdens in
India are the heaviest, but its consid-
eration of Britain's explicit recogni-
tion of Japan's protectorate over Ko-
bfeaanztai.'"
the result is quite a fair 'bargain
The other newspapers are unani-
moue in approving Japan's enhanced
position and its equal burden of re-
sporibility with Britain as highlyhonorable and likely to prove effec-tive in maintaining pea& in Asia. -
The Nichi Nichi says that the re-
vision of the treaty prior to the expir-
ation of the old agreement was due
to the changed conditions. resultingfrom the Russian war. Firmer mut-
ual support and increased burdensbecame inevitable because of the5e
changed conditions. It is confidentthat both England and I
 Japan willleave nothign undone td fulfill faith-fully their new duties.
The Japan Gazette says that the
agreement must be regarded as seal-ing the terms of the Russo-Japanesetreaty, emphasizing, besides the ma-terial advantages which it Nano, thefact that Japan will always be back-ed by British prestige in diplomacy as
well as by the warm friendship of theBritish nation.
Murdered Woman Found.
New York, Sept. 29—The skeleton
of woman with a bullet hole throughher skull was found by laborers who
'were digging a cellar in St. 'George,bri Staten Island. Coroner Schaefer
reported the matter to the police and
ordered a thorough inveutigation. Thebody had not been hut4ed more than
LIFTING THE LID
Improvement In Situation
at New Orleans Continues
Robert Goelet, the well-knownNewport society man, has filed ap-plication for admittance to the bar ofRhode Island,
a foot ;and a half deep, which fact,the police argue, tends to show thatit was a hurried burial. No clothingwas foaad.
The coroner had the body removedto the morgue. He believe that thewoman was 4int -through the headand buried more than two years ago.
SO QUARANTINE RULES
ARE LOOSENING UP.
Business is Looking Up Some And a
Rush is Anticipated With
Next Month.
Killed His Sweetheart.
New York, Sept. 29.—While walk-ing in Sunset park, Brooklyn, last
nigh:, Vincent Gitione, twenty-threeyears old, shot and mortally woundedhis companion, Kate Daly, thirty-three years old. Girione had been at-tentive to the Daly woman for sometime and they were in the habit oftaking long walks in the park
When she wished to return homelast night he objected, and when ,he
started away he drew a revolver andfired.
The first shot grazed the woman's
right breast, but the second took ef-fect and she fell down the steps atthe park entrance. Girione firedaev-
eral more shots and then ran into thepark as a policeman came up. Gin--
one tried to throw himself into thelake but wat captured and lodgedin the station house,
The woman was carried to a hos-
pital. The doctors say she cannot
recOver
THE CONDITION AT BATON
ROUGE AND ELSEWHERE.
New Orleans, Sept. 29.—The wea-ther continued unsettled here today,
with spasmodic showers, but the low
record of new case i and deaths dur-ing the preceding twenty-h •• hourshas had a roost encouraging effect
on the public mind, the be;ief being
that if the rate of imprcvement
kept up October will witness a gen-
eral relaxation of -quarantine lines
and give a great impulse to business.'
For nearly three months now
country people from Mississippi and
Louisiana have been kept away from
New Orleans, and it is expected
that there will be a great rush of
them here the mon1tnt the bars' are
lifted. There are n w under treat-
ment here. only afit cases, less than
at any time since the fever got head-
way, and with the dectese in new
cases during the past four days that
number will show further deprecia-
tion next week.
Much improvement is shown in the
frame of mind of the Italians at
Pointe Celeste in Plaquemine parish,
and the fever there is now respond-
ing to treatment. For a time the
Italians kept arms handy and threat-
ened death to the doctors and inspec-
tors, but former Congressman Wilkin-
son, who owns the plantation, has
been among his employes, theyohave
yielded to his advice, and the sick are
accepting treatment.
Hospitals Closed.
af he emergency hospitals at Tallu-
lah have been closed and more of the
nurses are leaving there. Vit'ien Dr.
Tichenor first went to Tallulah he
was unable to /lake any headway be-
cause there was almost universal
skepticism as to the mosquito the-
ory. The result of the work of Drs.
and Chassaignac has made
everybody in the town a believer
now.
Four nurses have been engaged to
go to Hamburg, Miss., where the
fever is severe and the people in
great distress. They were empboyed
by the Mississippi Board of Health.
With the rapid improvement both in
the city and state, many nurses are
now available for duty, whereas a
month ago they were difficult to oh-
tam.
At Baton Rouge.
Dr. corput, after a further invest-
igation at Baton Rouge, expresses the
opinion that there will be little spread
of the infection there. Baton Roege
has a modern water sery.ige and com-
paratively few eirterns, and Dr. Cot-
put says he has found exceedingly
few stegmnya in the town. Though
infected herself, Hilton Rouge main-
tains her quarantine against New Or-
leans and otber,infected points. New
Orleans, however, is open to all the
surrounding territory •
The Board of Trade here has ap-
pointed a committee, and will ask
all the commercial bodies to do like-
wise, to take up in a joint confer-
ence the question of formulating
plans for the early removal of all
cisterns from the city.
After Convention.
Delegates from the local Car Men's
association leave today with a brassband to attend the convention of the
Electric Railway employes at Chic-
ago. They are to make an effort tohave the next convention of the car
men held in New Orleana, and are
armed with opinions of sanitarians and
other data to show that New Orleanshas probably had her lest visitation
of yellow fever.
No Deaths.
With no deaths occurring over
night and with a very few number of
cases reaching the Marine hospital
officers during the forenoon, there waspromise today of another encottragingfever report. Otherwise there waslittle change in the yellow fever situ-
ation. Passed Asaietant SurgeanGreen 14ft today for Port Gibson,Miss., acting under orders fromWashington. Two cases have oc-
corred at Port Gibson and a number
at Hamburg, not far away, and Dr.Green will probably give his attention
to both, though the situation has so
much improved here that Dr. Whit'Is perhaps able to spare more men to
go to other infected points
• •
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BORDEAUX 'SUED
B. WEILLE & SONS SUE HIM
FOR MONEY DUE ON AN
ACCOUNT.
T. C. Davidson Filed Suit To Enforce
Coilection of $65 Judgment
Against Contractor.
Suit has been filed in the court of
Justice Jesse Young by B. Vvkille &
Sons against J. S. Bordeaux, for $32.-
75 claimed due on merchandise the
defendant bought of that concern.
Bordeaux is the former manager of
the People's Home Purchasing com-
pany, who skipped out some months
ago and is belived to be at Fort
Worth, Texas.
I-
Enforce Judgment.
T. C. Davidson filed suit in the
court of Justice Young against Con-
tractor J. M. Dunlap and others for
colkction of a $65 judgment plaintiff
got against defendant during 1893.
The judgment was on a note which
suit was brought by Davidson, anff
defendants not paying same off, lit-
igation is now instituted to enforce
_ •
collection..
' s
Thrown From Car.
July 25th Ida Stienbreaker board-
ed the street car at Twelfth andl
Trimble streets and informed the
conductor she wanted to get off at
Setond and Broadway. When the lat-
ter intersection was reached she was
standing on the step waiting for the
car to stop, when a sudden lurch
threw her to the ground and painfully
injured the woman. Now yesterday
she filed suit against the street car
company in the circuit court, for $2,-
coo damages, on the ground that it
was negligence on the part of the
conductor and motorman that caused
her to be injured.
Fingers Rendered Stiff.
September 8th of this year while
Earl K_ Slater was working around
sorrie machinery at the Mergntbaler-
Horton Basket fctory in Mechanics-
burg his right hand got caught by the
saw which lacerated and tore off three
of his fingers in such a manner that
they were rendered very stiff and
unfit for use. He now files snit
against the basket factory people for
$to,000, c-laiming defective mechan-
ism in the plant was what caused the
accident.
BROOKLYN AFTE'R OLD
FRIGATE CONSTITUTION
But Boston Women Say It Must Not
Be Removed From Charleston.
Boston, lass., Sept. a.—Local
members of the Daughters of the
American Resolution, Daughter of
7872 and other patriotic organizations
are determined to oppose every at-
tempt to reiriove the old frigate Con-
stitntion from the Charleston navy-
yard. They say that it would not only
be out of place elsewhere than Bos-
ton, where it was bruit, but it would
fall to pieces should any attempt be
made to remove the old ship to any
new quarters. It has been suggested
to raise a fund among the school chil-
dren of Brooklyn, N. Y.. to purchase
the old ship and bring it to Brook-
lyn, with a view to preserving it
there as a national reli: This plan
is Nook opo4ed by the patriotic
women of this city an6 a meeting
has been called to consider the mat-
ter and decide noon oome method of
preserving the frigate, without re-
moving it from its present quarters.
GEN. STOESSEL PARALYZED.
Moscow, Sept. s.—Lieut. Gen.
Stoeseel, who commanded the Rua-
elan forces at Port Arthur, is suffer-
ing from a stroke of paralysis, which
affects his entire left side. The gen-
eral's recovery is hoped for.
Judge Penfield's mission to Europe
is believed to be to avert threatening
crisis between France and Venezuela.
ILLINOIS COUPLE
MISS PARTIAN AND MR. EZRA
HART MARRIED HERE
YESTERDAY.
Judge I ight foot Selected County
Delegates to the State Develop-
ment Convention.
Yesterday there arrived here from
Illinois Miss Nora Portion of Hardin
county, and Mr. Ezra Hart, of Hicks,
The couple imediately repaired
to the courthouse, wheit they procur-
ed a marriage license from the coun-
ty .clerk. Stepping over into Judge
Lightfoot's office, they were married.
They returned to their home last
evening. The groom had been mar-
ried once before, and is 3p years of
age, while this is the first venture for
the bride, who is only sixteen.
PL Opel y Sold.
Land lying in the county on the
Mayfield road hasibeen sold by W.11.
Walters and others to Mary and Will-
iam Moore for $1 and other consid-
erations. The deed was lodged with
the clerk for record yesterday.
For $65o, property in Ragland,
this county, was 5sold by J. T. H3T-
per to jangle% Mt McKinley.
S. F. Smith transferred to James
MitKinney for $200, land lying out in
the country.
County Delegates.
judge R T. Lightfoot yesterday se-
lected a number of gentlemen as
delegates of McCracken county to the
State Development convention, which
meets in Louisville October to, ii
and 12. The convention is to push
matters toward developing the min-
eral and farming interests of the
state. 
•
NOTHING NEW
NO DEVELOPMENTS IN EL-
MORE TOWNSEND'S COURT
MARTIAL
A Letter From Adjutant General's
Office Bears Some Earmarks of
Intimidation.
Nothing further has developed in
the court martial charges that have
been preferred against Elmore Town-
send by NOel Gaines at Frankfort,
Ky. in the office of the adjutant gen-
eral for the state militia of Kentucky.
Gaines sent a copy of the charges
here, and with the information came
a communication worded so as to
leave the impression that the court
martial charges are to be taken up
at the state capitol after there is dis-
posed of in the circuit court here in
this city, the $5,000 damage suit Town
send filed against Gaines because the
latter had Townsend, a civilian, lock-
ed in the militia guard house at Wal-
lace park during the recent encamp-
ment. From the tone of the lettsr
it looks plainly as if Gaines is hold-
ing the charges over Townsend's head
as a species of intimidation regard-
ing the action of the Paducah boy
filed against that fellow here in the
circuit court. This damage suit will
come op at the approaching term of
civil court that convenes next month.
Mr. Townsend and his lawyers are
evidencing no uneasiness regarding
the status of affairs, and are prepar-
ing their case thoroughly. They say
the Paducah boy will never be taken
away from here without proper au
thority.
The wonderful mansion built by
Senator Clark, of Montana in Fifth
avenue, New York, is nearing com-
pletion. The total coot will be about
$5,000,000. It is not so large as one
or two others in the neighborhood,
but is by far the most costly of any
of ahem.
VOTE FOR
LOUIS P. HEAD
Democratic Nominee For
REPRESENTATIVE
1$••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••011000110••••••1
General Election, Nov. 7, 1905.
I urge upon all Democrats the importance of registering at their
respective precincts next Tuesday, October 3rd. You must do
this if you desire to vote. I ask you to request your friends,
and especially those young men who have never voted to register.
FUMIGATION
THE HEALTH OFFICERS START
WORK ON ONLY ONE
BUILDING.
No More Cases of Scarlet Fever
Have Developed Anywhere in
This City,
At the Washington School building
only was there started yesterday the
work of futnigting by Health Officer
William Graves and is assistants.
It was thought the board of health
was going to have a man stationed
at each public school building when
the school's dismissed yesterday, and
in order to assist in the work as
much as possible, and let them get
started as soon as they could, Supt.
Lieb had all the schools dismiss at
noon. At only the high school build-
ing on West Broadway, though, did
the health authorities appear by 5
o'clock yesterday afternoon to start
off their undertaking. Superintendent
Lieb, on dismissing every building
at noon yesterday, had the janitors
of each to remain at their respective
places, and keep the buildings open,
ready for the health authorities to
come. Late in the afternoon though,
the janitors telephoned the superin-
tendent the others had not yet come,
so the janitors were then ordered to
lock the doors and go home, but to
come back earlo this morning and
open things perparatory for the fum-
igating corps. • .1110
Messrs. Graves and Wheelis start-
ed the work yesterday afternoon at
the Washington school and state
they will have everything done by
Mionday, so the buildings can all 're-
sume at the usual opening hour.
No More Cases.
No new cases of scarlet fever have
developed here in the city, while
those children who are sick are im-
proving. The two rooms dismissed,
wild resume Monday, they being that
of Miss Virginia Johnson at the Lee
building andothat of Miss Cathey
Thomas at the Washington building.
Monthly Meeting.
Yesterday Superintendent Lieb
held his monthly meeting with the
colored teachers at the Lincoln build-
ing.
• GOOD NUT CROP.
Prospects Are for Many Pecans and
Hickory Nuts.
Capt. Robert Owen, o/ the ferry-
boat Bettie Owen, says there is a
good crop of pecans and hickory nuts
over in the bottoms across in Illinois,
and they will be ripe for picking
when the first frost falls. Frost is
expected any night now, as the weath
er is gradually grossing chillier each
evening.
Farmers from down in the bottoms
on the Kentucky sick, below here,
al‘o report that a good crop of nuts
exists, hence prospects are for quite
a fine sport by the nutting parties
this fall.
Last year and the year before the
crops were not so good and nuts
were scarce indeed
ON SUNDAY
THE CARNEGIE FREE LIBRARY
WILL BE OPEN HERE-
AFTER.
Hours for Sabbath Are From 2 Un-
til 5 in the Afternoon and 7 to
9 at Night.
The board of trustees for the Car-
negie library have decided to com-
mence tomorrow keeping open the
institution upon the Sabbath, as they
did last spring before they ordered
the building closed on the Lord's day.
Beginning tomorrow the library will
be opened every Sunday afternoon
from 2 o'clock until 5, and every Sun-
day night from 7 until Oo'clock. Dur-
ing the week days the institution
will be open to the public from 9 in
the morning until 9 o'clock at night.
The trustees when last spring they
ordered the library to he kept closed
on Sunday, did so because since the
opening of the building, it had been
shown that during the warm weather
practically nobody went to the build-
ing on that day, therefore it was use-
less to keep it open, and have either
the librarian or assistant there all
those long hours just for the sake of
conveniencing a few. Now that the
cool weather is coming on the place
will again be thrown open.
President Bagby, of the board,
stated yesterday that as yet they had
not received word from the supply
houses of the country, stating for
what they would furnish the local in-
stitution the list of 800 volumes of
new books to be ordered. Whichever
house gives the lowest and best
terms will get the contract to supply
the desired books.
President Harper, of the Univer-
sity of Chicago, celebrated educator,
is nearing •deatife door. Reports are
that his death is cfnly a question of a
few weeks. He is a sufferer from
cancer.
MIURA
Soap, Ointment and Pills
the World's Greatest
Skin Cures.
PRICE THE SET $1
Complete Treatmentfor Every
, flu fimples
leltratia.
The agonising itching and burning
of the skin, as in eczema ; thetrtglatful
scaling, as in psoriasis; the loss of
hair and crusting of the Kelp, as in
,called head; the facial disfignrement,
as in pimples and ringworm, the
awful sufleriag of infants and the
anxiety of were-ant parents, as in
milk crust, tenor, and salt rhetun, all
demand a remedy of almost gaper.
human virtues to successfully elope
with them. That Cuticura 
-eat-
anent, and Pills are such *tan
beyoad all doubt No statement is
made regarding them that is not Insti-
lled by the s evidence. The
purity and the power toa
innuedistbstMetightesetlaity
of speedy and permanent emu, the ab-
solute safety and rest economy, hare
made them the standard skin cures
and humour remedies of the civilised
world.
The grandest testimonial that can
be offered the Cuticura remedies is
their world-wide sale, doe to the per-
asocial recommendations of those who
have used them. From a small begin-
sing in the simplest form, against
prejudice and opposition, against
monied hosts, countless rivals, and
trade indifference, Cuticura remedies
have become the greatest curatives of
their time, and, in fact, of all time,
for nowhere in the history of medicine
is to be found another approaching
them in popularity and sale. In every
clime and with every people they have
met with the same reception. The
confines of the earth are the only
limits to their growth. They have
conquered the world.
Ibr••••14.
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WANTS BOOKS
COUNSEL FOR INSURANCE
COMMITTEE MAKES DE-
MAND FOR THEM.
George W. Perkins in One Transac-
tion, Represented New York
Life and Morgan & Co.
New York, Sept. 29.—George W.
Perkins, vice-president of the New
York Life Insurance company and a
member of the banking firm of J. P.
Misrgan & Company, created a stir
before the legislative investigating
committee yesterday when he object-
ed to a request that he produce cer-
tain books of J. P. Morgan & Com-
pany, to explain some of that firm's
dealings with the New York I.ife In
surance company, in connection with
the sale of Navigation Syndicate
bonds to the life insurance company.
He said he would furnish copies of
the entries referring to the transac-
tions in question, but preferred not to
bring the books. Mr. Hughes, coun-
sel for the legislative committee, for
the first time during the investigation,
showed signs of anger and said loud-
ly: "I shall have to require that
these books be produced."
"All right," replied Mr. Perkins.
Testifying to the purchase of $4.-
0000mo of Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chi-
cago & St. 1...011ill bonds from J. P.
Mbrgan & Co., by the New York
Life Insurance company, Mr. Per-
kins said he obtained the bonds at
$40,000 less than the price stipulated
by the life insurance company's fin-
ance cononittee. Questioned by Mr.
Hughes, Mk. Perkins said that in this
purchase and sate he himself repre-
sented both the New York Life In-
surance company as purchaser and
the firm of J. P. Morgan & Co. as
seller.
Testimony was given by Henry
Rogers Winthrop, financial manager
of the Equitable Life Assurance so-
ciety, to the effect that when the nav-
igation syndicate, which turned out to
be unprofitable, made calls for money
on the George H. Squire trustee ac-
count for payments on account of
syndicate participation, the money
for the payments was obtained from
the Equitable Trust company. Of
this amount, $27,000 has been repaid.
Mk. Winthrop said that in his opinion
the money advanced to the George H.
Squire trustee account on this trans-
action, was really the money of the
Equitable Life Assurance society. f
Leaves Today.
Mr. John Watts, the former car
man for the local shops, expects to
get away today for Kansas City, Mo.,
with hie family and household goods.
He was elected secretary and treas-
urer of the Railway Carmen's Na-
tional Association, and has to make
his headquarters in that Western
city.
Minneapolis millers have Adored
a flour war. Choice Mipnesota pat-
ents that sold a week ago for $5 are
now quoted at $3.85.
1
A Mark of Refinement.
Cleanliness of person is one of the
most distinguishing marks of refinement, and
commands at all times the highest respect.
To promote cleanliness, install in your
sleeping apartment or dressing room a snowy-
white, one-piece liassolipaer Porcelain Enam-
eled Lavatory, provided with an abundant flow
of hot and cold running water.
Our plumbers are skilled mechanics and do
sadafactory work. Let us quote you prices.
ED. HANNAN, Plumber.
rif1. t TM" cio
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class job by an
expert tworkman? If you do take
It to
johnhj. Black leWeter•
224 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
E. COULSON,
P
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 131 52J Broadway.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Padue4h, Kentuck8r,
Capital and Surplus $185,00c.
ED P. NOBLE, PRZS. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety bozos in fire
proof vault for rent at 83 to $io per year as to sins. You carry your own
bey and no one but yourself has access.
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
ME BEST STONE ON THE MARKBT for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIM BLE ST.. PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This line modern hotel is now open under a new
management for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best accommodations at reasonable rates
Price Bros. eic CO.,
Dawson:Springs, Kentucky.
ANIMMt
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated..General C rtage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ir
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Black.
Office Phone 369. - 
- Residence Phone 726
Subscribe For The Register
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THAT CONDUIT
' THIS 'PROGRESSIVE WORK TO
BE FINISHED DURING
NEXT WEEK.
All Overhead Cabtts Leading Into
Exchange Building Will Be
Placed Underground.
By the tniddle of next week there
will be completed the underground
cooduit now being laid for the Cum-
berland Telephone company, starting
untie rthe alley behind their exchange
building co South Fourth *treat,
coming out the allerdato Kcialtuck,
avenue, and then under the canter
the avenue out to Fourth street, 7lie
conduits are being laid so the cables
-can be run through them under
ground into the exchange building.
There being several thousand sub-
scribers for the telephone company,
the wires become very thick on reach
ing within a block or two of the ex-
change building, and cause a canopy
. • of overhead network from wires. To
• reduce to a minimum the overhead
obstructions, several hundred wires
are placed inside one of the lead ca-
• bles and completely enclosed thereby
for several blocks away from the ex-
'change. These cables are now be-
'7-coming so thick up on top of the
poles that it is deemed safer and of
better service to put them under
ground, as once or twice the strong
telephone poles have broken under
the strain and let the cables doer;
with a crash, but fortunately no one
'has ever been hurt from this source.
Now to get these under the ground
the telephone company has dug ditch-
es seven feet deep leading out from
-behind the exchange through the al-
ley and out onto the avenue. The
•conduits are placed down there, she
cables run througil Same, and then
the entire works covered with brick
several feet thick, laid all around, so
as to portect the wires, cables, etc.
'The conduits are square, being
inches by 4 inches, and made of ma-
terial just like sewer pipe. They af-
ford- a protection to the cableitand
the public is relieved of danger by re-
moval a wires from overhead.
There are hundred, and hundred.
4 wires in these cables, and placing
them beneath the earth's surface is
quite a progressive move.
ANNUAL HUNT
MR. GEORGE ROBERTSON PRE-
PARING FOR HIS ARKAN-
SAS OUTING
Pact of Hounds Being Gathered SO
He Can Leave When Yellow
Fever Dies Out.
Mr. George Robertson, Jr., the
well known ice dealer, is preparing to
leave for Arkansas to spend the win-
ter on his annual bunt. He has been
going to the ilorests of that state for
years past, hunting deer, bear and
•other wild game that abounds in pro-
fusion. He has already commenced
gathering together his big pack of
hound dogs that will number about
too this year. Some of them have
been forwarded to Arkansas, while he
has a few down at his stable on Third
and Harrison streets. Friends of his
around here are buying up about
forty more for him, and he will be
well fixed in this line for tbe outing.
Generally he loses about fifty or six-
ty of the dogs each hunt, they being
killed by bear and other wild ani-
mals.
Mr. Robertson stated yesterday
that he believed he would be able to
leave for the outing about the first
of November. He is waiting for the
yellow fever to die out down South,
and believes that by November the
cold weather will have killed the ep-
idemic and wiped out ail the cases,
He dc-es not care to go down until
the last semblance of the disease has
.-disappeared.
Mr Robertson expects to be gone
about four months.
ONE WOMAN FINED.
Annie Tolliver, Colored, Fined for
Whipping Dona Beale.
,
alm•mma.11./0
Annis Tolliver wall fitted $so and
costs yesterday morning in the police
-court for fighting Dona Beale, while
the latter was distil-lased. They are
the two negresses who bad the fight
on the street car several nights ago
at Twelfth and Trimble street..
Until today was postponed the case
charging Roscoe Murphy with curry-ing concealed weapons.
Ernest Ozment was given a contin-
uance until today for the breach ofthe peace charge against him. He is
-accused of fighting Charles Smith.
A fine of $20 and costs was assess-
edasgainst Sallie Dougal for a breach
,of the peace.
Miss Honoria Amine of the Phil-
lipines. who was graduated recentlyfrom the Drexel Institution, was one
of the first group of girls Srought to
this country for education. She it to
enter a Philadelphia medical co/legethit fall
CHURCHES SUNDAY
THE GRACE, CHURCH CONGRE-
GATION BEGINS HOLDING
AFTERNOON SERVICE.
s
Mission Festival at the German Luth-
eran—No Services at First
Presbyterian.
,st
A general change has been made in
the hours of war:Neat the Grace
Episcopal church, ttad commencing
tomorrow, Sunday ool,will be held
at osso o'clock 'in • the morning, the
morning preaching held at 10:45
oleSock, and Abe 10111ifternalill'aervices
conducted at 4430 o'clock. This will
be the first tide tilt afternoon preach-
ing has been held. Night services
have been dispensed with altogether.
Tomorrow morning the communion
services will be held, while Rector
David Wright will talk upon "Adult
Baptism." During the afternoon he
speaks on "Nature in the nook of
Psalms."
Tenth Street Christian.
Tomorrow morning Rev. B. W.
Bass, of the Tenth street Christian
church, will preach on "Pure Relig-
ion," while he fills the pulpit after
nightfall also, but has not yet select-
ed his theme.
Last evening Dr. Bass closed the
meeting he has been conducting the
past two weeks out under the arbor a
snort distance beyond the Olivet
Baptist church, which sits six miles
from this city on the Cairo pike. His
main object in going ditt there was
to arouse intStest sufficient for or-
ganization of kaChristian church, and
this has been elected, the congrega-
tion starting off with thirty members,
while more will be gradually added.
Services will be held in the school
house near Mhxdn's Mill, one Sunday
afternoon each month, until the
church gets big enough for weekly
meetings. Sunday school will be held
every Sabbath 'Morning. Until a reg-
ular pastor is procured by them, Rev.
Bass will go out from here once a
month and conduct the worship for
the con'gregation. •
Trimble Street Methodist.
Tomorrow morning at the Trimble
Street Methodist church Rev. W. W.
Armstrong will preach on "Missions,"
while at the evening hour Presiding
.Elder J. H. Roberts will -fill the pul-
pit. Mkinday evening there will be
held at this church the last quarterly
conference, and as it is the wind-up
for the fiscal term, the session will be
one of interest. During the gathering
there will be chosen the delegates
who are to represent this church at
the annual conference which will be
held the middle of November.
Mon Festiva
Tomorrow a mission festival will
be held at the German Lutheran
church on South Fourth street. At
ro'30 o'clock at morning, Rev. J.
Ansoige of St. Louis, will preach,
while at 7:45 o'clock at night the ser-
mon will be preached by Rev. A
Sennmann, of Alton, Ill. During
both services a free will offering will
be taken up for mission purposes.
Sunday school will be held tomorrow
morning at the regular hour.
Out of City.
Rev. T. J. Newell has been absent
several days in Lexington, Louisville'
and other points, and will not return
until next Tuesday or Wednesday.
Tomorrow morning and evening his
pulpit at the Broadway Methodist
church will he filled by Rev. C. A.
Warterfield, of Mayfield, Ky. The
lattersit a brilfiant divine, well known
in this city, where his work has often
called him.
•
Temple Israel.
Interesting services were held last
evening at Temple Israel, on account
of that being the commencement of
their new year. Reverend Lovitch
preached a strong and able sermon,
that was heard by an unusually large
congregation. Special music was
supplied by the choir. Today the es-
tablishments of the Jewihh people will
be closed out of respect to the oc-
casion:
Interesting Study.
A very interesting study 'a as had
last evening at the Forst Baptist
church by the Bible class under di-
rection of Rev. John S. Cheek. The
membership started off with twenty
a week ago; and it gradually increas-
es in numbers. The class will hold
its session each Friday evening and
everybody interested in the work is
cordially invited to join.
Comes Next Sunday.
Rev. E. H. Etionan„ of Pulaski,
Tenn., will arrive here next week to
commence preaching at the Cumber-
land Presbyterian church one week
from tomorrow, the second Sunday of
October. He just supplies until the
first of next year this pulpit, which
has been without a pastor since Rev.
George Bachman resiged the first of
this year.
No Services.
There will not he any preaching
either tomorrow morning or night at
the First Presbyterian church, be-
cause Rev. WI.
 E. Cave goes to Lou-isville today to fill the pulpit tomor-
row at that city for the Second Pres-
IZZY ? Read -A friend of ridne suffered with backache,headache and dizzy spells, and seemed quiteworn out from menstrual troubles," writes MissThis G. N. Garrett, of Mayersville, Miss., -but shetook Cardul by my advice and is now well."
Are you dizzy? Does your head swim? Do your eyes blur? Is your stomach sick?In women, these symptoms are often i signs of disordered nervous system, or of liver or hearttrouble; brought on by carelessness in regulating the menstrual functions. These functionsare even more important to women than the bowel functions to either. sex. Even if thereis no stoppage, still, a gentle, cleansing, menstrual draught should be taken now and then—every doctor will tell you so. Otherwise the menstrual blood will decay inside you, andwill be absorbed into your system, causing such pain and suffering as will make you loseall interest in life. •
To cure yourself, take woman's best and safest remedy, menstrual cleanser, tonicand pain reliever, is the old, reliable, time-tested medicine, which, for over 70 years, hasbeen a household word in America, viz:
WRITE US FRANKLY
In full confidence, telling us all your troubles, whatevertlitry may be, and stating your age. We will send you
valuable Pres Advice, in plain sealed envelope. Address:Ladles' Advisory Dept., The Chattanooga Medicine Co.,Cludbumega, Teen.
WINE
OF I Woman'sRelief
byterian church. The Sunday school
will be held at the regular hour to-
morrow morning.
German Evangelical.
Tomorrow morning at the Evan-
gelical church oii South Fifth street
Rev. William Bourquin will preach
on "Forgiveness," while at night-
time his theme for discourse will be
"The Power Unto Salvation." Both
services will be in the English lan-
guage.
Reidland Dedication.
Bishop Duncan, of South Caroliaa,
is expected to come and preach the
dedicatory sermon tomorrow morn-
ing at the Reidland Methodist church
out in the county, but if he does not
get here Rev. T. J. Owen will pro-
cure some other celebrated divine.
First Baptist.
"God)(' Faithfulness as Seen in the
Boob of Daniel," wisl be tomorrow
morning's theme for discourse by
Rev. John S. Cheek at the First Bap-
tist church. At the even:ng hour
this divine speaks on "The Three
Warnings."
First Christian
Tomorrow morning at the First
Christian church, Rev. W. H. Pinker-
ton will preach on the subject of
"We All Do Fade as a Leaf." He
has not yet selected his subject for.
the evening worship.
06611410.10
Second Baptist.
Rev E. H. Cunningham, of tht
Second dtaptist church, will tomor-
row morning preach on "Agrippa,"
while at night his topic for discus-
sion is "A Glorious March."
North Twelfth Baptist.
Tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock
Sunday school services will be held
at the North Twelfth street Baptist
Mission church
Regular Worship.
Tomrrow morning and evening reg-
ular services will be held at the Third
Street Methodist church, by Rev.
Peter Fields.
STORMS HAVOC
LATE REPORTS OF RESULTS
OF THE TORNADO IN
MANILA
Many Americans Are Killed—Hemp
Plantations Damaged and Thou-
sands Are Homeless.
C
rpManila, Set. 29.----Reports now coin
ing in from laces along the path of
the recent typhopn, in the island of
Luzon and the Southern islands, in-
dicate great loss of life and property.
In the waters surrounding Samar
and other islands many coasting ves-
sels and the island nunsports have
been wrecked. The coast guard cut-
ter Leyte is a complete wreck, and
eleven Americans and twenty-four na-
tives were drowned.
At the town of Soros-von firteen
natives were drowned. The loss on
hemp plantations is estimated at $1,-
000.000. The army transport Juan
Rodriguez is ashore at Legaspi. In
the interior of the Island of Samar
thousands are homeless and the same
report comes from many of the other
small islands. The array posts in
the southerar islands have been de-
stroyed.
The civil and military authorities
are rushing aid to the suffering peo-
ple in the form of supplies, of food
and shelter. -
Owing to the destruction of the tel
etraph system, reports received from
other points are very meagre.
United Stattn Senator Morgan of
Alabama, who is RI, and has served
twenty-eight years, is said to know all
there is on foreign subjects and needs
no reference to books or doeisenents.
_ .IS ACCUSED OF ELECTION
Michael Ryan, of Cleveland, is Said 
i
Cleveland, 0., Sept. 29.—A war-
rant was issued today for the arrest
of Michael Ryan, a Republican judge
of elections, who is charged with
fraud while acting in his official ca-
pacity during the recent Republican
primaries in precinct A, of the Twen-
tieth ward. It is said that Ryan
checked off the names of thirty-six
registered electors who did not vote
at those primaries, to account for
thirty-six marked ballots, which were
placed in the box in excess of the
number actually cast.
It is asserted that the names of
several dead men were included in
the list of voters made out by Ry-
an. Ryan is in custody.
THIEVES MAKE A RICH HAUL.
Wall Street Firm Touched for $360,-
000 in Valuable Securities.
' New York, Sept. ags—The theft of
securities amounting to $360,000 is
announced today in Wall street. The
securities were stolen from a Wall
street office yesterday, but the name
of the firm or person suffering the
lor, was not maded pubbc. Transfer
of the securities has been stoppe4
and a private detective agency as
been called upon to trace them.
Among the securities stolen were
the following: Ten shares of United
States Steel Corporation, ten shares
oi Rock Nand common, seven shares
of Missouri Pacifit, forty-seven Amer
ican Tobacco 6 per cent, bonds, two
North American company bonds, 1,-
000 shares of Metropolitan Street Rail
way, one $to,000 Wabash debenture
"B" bond and ten $1,000 Wabash de-
benture "B" bonds.
The Optimistic Scott.
Walter Scott, the spender from
Death Valley, is an optimist.
"Could anyone help being an opti-
mist in such surroundings?" he mid.
He sat under a palm on a roof gar-
den. The moot.' floated overhead in
a pale sky. A cool and costly drink
was ready at his hand. A pleasant
breeze from an electric fan ruffled
his hair.
"When this money is spent," he
said, "I'll scoot back to Death Valley
and pick up more. It lies loose out
there. A nuggett in Death Valley is
us easy to find as a grafter in New
York.
"So I am an optimist. But I al-
ways was an optimist. Once when
was a kid I had whooping cough,
but I kept optimistic. I had it bad,
but I played around, as bright as a
dollar, and when the doctor said, 'You
poor little fellow I'm sorry for you,'
I just grinned and answered back in
a cheery way:
"'Oh. I don't
play Indians. It lets me give splen-
did whoops."'
mind whooping cough
The Monument Committee.
Dr. D. G. Murrell has decided not
to call together until next week the
Committee that has charge of rais-
ing the funds to be used in erecting
the handsome monument on the Car-
negie library grounds in memory of
the women of the South. The people
are all so busy now with the carnival
that he has concluded not to assem-
ble the committeemen until some
time next week.
Antony Keikeolof Fort Wayne,
not long ago retired from .tiie serv-
ice of the Pennsylvania railroad at
the age of 70. He had been an en-
gineer Pew nearly half a century, and
during that time had traveled a dis-
tance equal to too times around the
world About 3.000,000 passengers
had been under his care and he never
had even a serious accident.
Twenty-eight fire instmince agents
have been indicted at Athtabilla, 0.,
'for alleged violation of the state anti
!trust laws.
a. 1 i
44 GUESS I'll swear off beforelong. I haven't felt very
well lately." So said Will-
iam C. Werner, of Newark,
N. J., who averaged fifty cigarettes
a day,
And the next day he died.
It was that "Before Long which
killed him. •
"Heart failure," said the doctor.
But the doctor saw only result, not
cause.
Fifty cigarettes a day would kill a
horse.
He who could smoke.lifty cigarettes
a day without knowing they hurt hint
would be pitiably deOuient in his think
tank.
He who does it with full know-
ledge of the clueelly effect is a delib-
erate suicide.
Knowing that disease and death
lie along the road, he is a fool to go
any furthav.
But a fool is not without lots of
company. Not all of them suck cig-
arettes, or pickle themselves inbooze, or troop down any of the
main
-traveled highways to ruin. ItIs a rare man indeed who doesn't
have some vice or habit which behas promised his health and con-
science to quit "before long."
Yes, there are no lack of fools.
There's the fool who doesn't know.
There's the worse fool who knows
but don't care.
There is the still the worse fool
who both knows and cares, but dopes
his conscience and binds up his
reason with the lying promise of "be-
fore long."
"Before long" is a lying cheat that
tricks us of the force of our well-
meaning.
There's nothing else so indefinite
as "before long;" nothing else that
means so little; nothing else that ex-
tends so far and so blindly into the
remote future.
He who can't fix his resolve today
needn't make any promises of "before
long." He may deceive himself, tut
he can't deceive old nature. His res-
olution will be weaker tomorrow
thar it is today, and weaker the day
after than tomorrow.
"Before long" keeps ever just
ahead of us, ever just out of reach—
like the will-o'-the-wisp that lures the
foolish deep and deeper into the mor-
ass of despair and death.
There's but one moment in all time
and eternity when the flint of resolu-
tion struck upon the steel of man-
hood produces the divine spark of
fixed purpose—
And that moment is NOW!
CURRENT TOPICS.
There are said to be to,o8olnililiors-
aires in the world at the preseht time,
half 4 f whom are in America.
Among the little trades of Paris is
that of selling food for birds, either
it* the street or in a corner of the
market place.
In Hesse, Germany, a tax has been
put on bachelors, who now .have to
pay 25 per cent. more in taxes than
martied men.
Since July t Korea has had only
Japanese postage stamps. A special
stamp has been issued to commemo-
rate the postal union of the two coun-
tries.
Kansas farmers may be rich, says
the Kansas City Journal, but they
are no longer easy. The "Butler
Combined Shows" went broke at
Chanute the other day, and the truck
was attached by creditors.
A dietary of fruits and nuts has
been tested in various experiments
at the University of California. These
experiments hart - demonstrated that
both fruits and nuts furnish the body
with energy, while the nuts yield
some fattening material also.
Buenos Ayres has the most com-
plete and costly newspaper building
in the world, costing $3,000,000.
GRATIFY A DYING MAN'S WISH
Mock Marriage Performed for Chica-
goan and His Fiancee. _
Chicago, Ilk, Sept. 29.—Believing
that his last expressed wish had been
gratifeid and that his sweetheart Miss
Edith Bruszer, had become his wife
through repeating the words of the
marriage ceremony by a South Chica-
go physician, Edward L Bordmaq, a
switchman, who had been crushed be-
tween two cars, died in the hospital
of the Illinois Steel company.
The mother of the young woman,
Mrs. Mathilda Bruszer, had left hur-
riedly for Chicago to secure a mar-
riage license, but had not returned in
time so a miniater could be summon-
ed.
After the young men was injured
he expressed a wish that he and his
fiancee could be married before Se
died. Mrs. Bruszer had not returned
and the young man, realizing that he
had but a few moments to live, re-
quested Dr. Hannah S. Starrow, who
had attended him, to pronounce Miss
Brnszer his wife. Hardly had Dr.
Starrow finished repeating the words
of the marriage ceremony when Bord-
man fell to one side of the hospital
bed.
"My wife at last," he said in low
tones. He tried to repeat the words,
but expireil.
• 
•
PASTE JEWELS
A wrinkle is a deadline that lore
refuses bo cross.
0 would that poverty had wings.
Is not this fame a graveyard flow-
er?
A miser's sweetheart is the lady
on the dollar.
How rich is he who is out looking
for vice.
is hopelessly counterfeit
cuopirnorT uth is a thistle that no man can
The average widow is only half as
young ale she acts.
Because a woman is kittenish is no
priTilligftheanteesfie is a cat.
has a daughter whom
men call "Good Luck."
Love's bouquets sometimes harden
into matrimonial brickbats.
Self-love is that undying affection
about which we hear so much.
Yes, Lavinia, it is poverty that
leads most of us to heaven.
It is better to believe everything
than not to believe anything.
Love rarely runs into the arms
held out to receive him.
Never judge a man's philosophy bk
the fool things he says when he is
in love.
When a man graduates from the
school of experience he is too old to
bold a job long.
The hand that beats the biscuit 1,
the hand that bullies the whole fain-ily 
—Nle w Ottani% Picayune
Publicity a Foe of the Lobby.
(St. Louis Republic.)
Lobbyism is a problem near the
root of corporate corruption, but one
as difficult of attacks and extermina-
tion as the mole. The problem is not
approachable to legislation, but is
rather one for legislators individual-
ly. The ideal of the public servant
excludes association with the subtle-
working agent of corporate interests
who seeks to influence legislation be-
hind the public's back, so to speak.
and it is to the first establishment of
that ideal and standard which exacts
the highest integrity of the public
servant that the people must look for
protection against this form of cor-
porate iniquity. Publicity is death to
lobbyism of this character, precisely
as the sunlight will kill the mole.
N. H. Lee, recently appointed civil
head of the British admiralty, comes
of a family of sailors. His great-
great-grandfather, great grandfather
and grandfather were all distin-
guished naval officers. His father,
however, is a slergyman.
BEFORE LONGto Have Voted Dead Men. + 
4"Three Mooch*. ss
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ANNOUNCEMEN'TS.
The Register is authorized to an-
nounce HARRY S. ALLEN as a
candidate for Coroner of McCracken
county, subject to action of the demo-
cratic precinct conventions to be
bed Saturday October 7.
Memphis proposes to make strong
efforts to recover from the effects
of het quarantining against the out-
• sick world through fear of the yellow
fever. The proposition is to spend
$75,000 or a $100,000 "in celebratiag
t,he fact that not a case of yellow
ver appeared within the city either
as a refugee or otherwise" in the way
of a six days' jubilee and carnival.
Cheap rates on the railroads and
steamers are to be arranged and ev-
ery effort made to get the people into
the city—the whole affair to be in a
manner a peace offering to the people
who have felt outraged over the way
the Bluff City has "cut her ice" in
conducting the quarantine now still
on. It is thought the celebration can
be set for about the 20th of
next month.
Germany is to form an alliance
with Russia. The Fatherland recog-
nizes she stands alone now and also
that her position is too weak to put
• 4' her in. position to assert much dis-
pleasure should the occasion arise.
'The threatened troubles in Austria
make plain the immediate nteds for
the alliance, and there will no doubt
be an announcement soon that the
deal has been perfected. Just as soon
as MI. Witte has presented his corn-
Alinfillotedlasito the czar and told his work
at the conference verbally then he
will WI up his trip to Germany and
the proposed treaty be mention-
ed. Russia-will be as ready as is
Germany to make the alliance, and
the work to follow will be ease.
• 
Rev. A. T. Osborn, who was born
and reared in Calloway county and
whose family until the past few days
' has lived in Murray, is suing Bishop
E. R. Hendrix, of Kansas, City, Mo.,
fc,r $25,000 for slander. The suit
groins out of the fact that Orborn
advertised to give some lectures in
Missouri on spiritualism and was ac-
cused of heresy by the bishop and
arraigned before the conference at
ft.. Louis and dismissed fro mchurch.
He Mtn' to the courts for redress,
Itarag no appeal ire the church, as he
says, and hence his suit for damages.
The ,sitie. is one of the bigge‘ti I
satione plk the Southern Methodist
church for many years.
r 
Japan is happy over the alliance
made with England. Her people rec-
ognize in the treaty a defensive and
offensive contract and an advantage
not heretofore possessed by their
government. They, therefore, feel
stronger and corre,pondingly delight-
ed. The "sop" is thrown put to the
_rest of the world, just to concilliate
the governments no doubt the treaty
offers equal opportunities to the oter
nations of the world for commerce
and industry, and this be1ng the case
no government should or can feel ag-
grieved that England and Japan have
coeietred for mutual good and pro-
tection.
Mr. Bryan has sailed from San
Francisco on his trip around the
world. He goes to Japan, via /kno-
ll:au. thence to China, the Phillippine
Nandi, India, Australia, N
4 '4- f:ati,* tit
Zel-
land, Egypt, Palestine, Greece, Tur-
key, Italy, Spain, Switzerland, Ger-
many, *mice, Norway, Swed n, Den-t
mark, Russia, 114olland and th British
Isles. 4i, shculd come homi a bet-
ter informed glid.viser :man after
"touching" the countries he is to
visit. IS.
The fnsurar „Investigation on in
New York gr--)ws richer as it grows
older. The d;!eper the committee
digs into the conduct of the big life
companies the clearer their misman-
agement becomes. One is forced to
worry himself to discover how the
companies have been able to continue
in busineks, handled as they seeming-
ly been handled.
The fever conditions at New Or-
leans grow better skwly but surely.
It will take only 'a slight frost to re-
instate old conditions, for the people
have already welt discounted any
fear of the disease.
President Roosevelt will return to
Washington today from his summer
sojourn at Oyster Bay.
CZAKY SUMMONED TO
AN AUDIENCE.
President of Hungarian Diet May
Form a New Cabinet.
Buda Pest, Hungary, Sept. ac.—
The fact that Count 'Albin Czaky,
president of the upper house of the
'Hungarian Diet, has been summoned
to a conference of the King-Emperor
Saturday, is not considered here,as
implying that the count will neces-
sarily be invited to form a cabinet.
On the contrary there is a dispo-
sition in many quarters to believe
that Baron Fejervary may be reap-
pointed to the premiership. The lat-
ter is now understood to support the
contention that Hungary has the
right to establish independent cus-
toms in her territory. This has cre-
ated a favorable impression.
The Nationalist students are de-
manding the expulsion from the un-
iversity of all students of socialistic
tendencies.
The leaders of the cinalition majori-
ty and the newspapers are doing their
utmost to calm the political passions
and prevent a clashing of the fac-
tions during street demonstrations,
warning the population that the re-
actionaries would thereby be given a
pretext for oppressive action.
Count Aoponyi. who is inclined to
the view- that a solution of the Hun-
garian crisis will he found, suggests
that the former Liberal premier. Koli-
oman Dr Szell. should be nominated
by the King-Eniperor to negotiate
with the coalition.
BENGALIS SWEAR A BOYCOTT.
Vow by the Goddess /Cali Not to Use
British Goods.
Calcutta, Sept. att.—Fifty thousand
bengalis assembled at the temple of
Kirligh have sworn by the Goddess
Kali to boycott British goods as a
protest against the partition of the
province of Bengal.
The scene at the Temple of Kaligh,
the greatest in Bengal, was striking
when the immense assemblage took
the oath "in the holy presence of the
Goddess Kali not to use foreign
goods, buy articles in foreign shops
when availrble in native shops or em:
ploy foreigners on any work that can
be done by our countrymen." The
high priest then placed the mystic
vermillion symbol on the forehead of
each of those who took the oath. The
foreign firms are already feeling seri-
ously the effect of the boycott.
PRESENT FOR
JAP EMPEROR
Sent by President Roosevelt — No-
body Knows What It Is.
Ottawa, Can., Sept. an—A present
from President Roosevelt to the em-
peror of Japart was on the special
train passing here yesterday bearing
Baron Komura homeward. It was a
large parcel, dated, sealed and han-
dled carefully. Nobody knows whatit contains and nobody will know un-
til, it reaehes the Imperial Palace at
Tokio.
The president requested of the
plenipotentiary, it is understood„ that
no' notification that a present was
being forwarded be given and that
nothing be said about it until it is
personany presented to the emperor.
THREE WEEKS ON STAND
Expected Will Take That Long in
Carter Case.
Chicago, .Sept. 29.—Cross-examina-tion of former Capt. Oberbin NL Car-
ter, charged with defrauding the gov-
ernment out of nearly $3.000poo, was
continued today before Special Ex-
aminer Wlyman Inquiry into the
defetzdant's stock and bond deals be-
tween 1893 and 1896 occupied the
time at yesterday's session. The fi-
nancial affairs of the captain weretaken up week by week and day byday, covering a period bf four years
Indications are that it will take at
Irat three mote weeks to concludequestioning of the syttssees.
THIS VICINITY
'eestasseseeellinallstetnests.•—•
MISS
 RAFFLE,
NOTES WHICH HAVE SEM/i TI-rt MYSTERIOUS PERLOCAL INTEREST CULL- 'CONTINUES OVER
ED FROM EXCHANGES. CITY.
- •
Cairo to Have Another Railroad Out-
let—Speaking Monday at
Benton, Etc,
Coy Warden, son of Dan Warden,
of Wickliffe, died suddenly on the
26th. He was sick but two hours
with a congesttslViiiill.
J. C. tBeloat & -Son, contractors of
Mayfield, are petting:in Prnsuif docks
of eonceete'sidesselltsrant
The work is addingiOurich to the solid
appearance of Wickliffe.
Many darkies are leaving the vi-
cinity of Cairo to go south to pick
cotton. Enough left Cairo Wednes-
day night at one time to crowd the
entire lower deck of the steamer
Stacker Lee.
Babe Ward, aged 145 years, died at
the home of his mother, near Cuba,
in Graves county, Tuesday night last
from the effects of sticking a limb in
his nose while gathering peaches. He
bled to death from the injury.
L A. Bolin, formerly of Ballard
county, died lately in Los Angeles,
Calif., where he was engaged as a
detective for the A T. & S. F. rail-
road. His home was in St. Louis.
He was a brother of J. C. Bolin, of
The Yates' WRinan's club, a col-
ored organization of Cairo, has in-
corporated a company to establish a
hospital at Cairo for the colored peo-
ple. •A suitable house has already
been secured. It is on Park avenue,just opposite the borne of the late
John A. Miller.
In Benton next Monday Mv. John
Ray, the Democratic nominee for
representative from Graves county,
and Mr. James R. Lemon, editor of
the Mayfield Messeger, are to address
the peopk upon the question of the
proposed amendment to the constitu-
tion relative to viva %Trier voting. Mr.
Ray is to speak in favor of the
amendment and Mr Loran against
the amendment.
The afternoon of October 5th, at
the home of Mr. James csaock in
Princeton, Miss Verna Mi. MeGregito
of Dawson, Ky., and Mk. Daniel VV.
Stamper, of Mayfield, rill be united
in wedlock, and the union of the cou-
ple wiR culminate a pleasant court-
ship. The bride to be Is the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. W. P McGregor.
formerly of Princeton, and a most
charrhing lady.' the groom to be is
a well known business man of May-
fiekl The couple ,will take up their
residence in Mayfield.
Cairo is to have another railroad
outlet. A company of local people
has been made no to build a short
line f--noi Cairo to Thebes. where con-
nection with the Frisco lines as well
as other roads will be made possible
One of the hest sections of Alexan-
der county will he opened op hy this
short road. The names of the first
board of incorporators 11. and the
amount of capital stock (Sint-ion)
wnuk indicate that there04 a 'pow-
er" behind the prniert which insures
the construction of the line.
Out Ip Calloway Counts.
(Hazel (Ky.) News, 3oth)
Hazel ij enjoying a substantial
building boom. New residences and
two new brick store houses are go-
ing up.
Mrs. Doti Nix died Sunday at her
home near New Providence after a
Tong illness. She was an estimable
christian lady and besides husband
and children leaves a wide -circle of
friends. •
. An operation was performed upon
Asberry Redden, of Dexter, last week
for appendicitis. Though the disease
was in its last stage the young man
stood the operation well and is now
thought to be out of danger .
Miss Raffles,
THE MYSTERIOUS YOUNG
LADY OF
P. T. M.
CARNIVAL
WILL APPEAR AT OUR STORE
TODAY BETWEEN 9:30 AND Tx :3o
A. M. AS MISS RAFFLES WAS
CAPTURED BY DETECTIVE
BAKER LAST EVENING NO RE-
WARD WILL BE PAID.
Smith&Nagel
oselleens
Her Ramblings Are Meeting of Inter- •
eat and Keg* alrinsrybOdy
Guessing Here.
At about I1:95 yesterday morning
I passed into Smith & Nagle's drug
store accompanied by a little girl,
the same one I had with me when I
missed Detective Baker's toe at the
carnival entrance the other evening.
I was not there over one-half a
minute. I left by the side entrance and
frialked to Jefferson street.
I was late getting dinner which 'I
took at Whitehead's. The firemen
from the Fourth street house could
have followed the girl with a black
skirt and blue Waist and been Imo
better off. I walked until overtaken
by a Fourth treet car, boarded it
and arrived O. K., on the grounds.
I was much interested in the baby
show at the Coliseum and left soon
after it was won, and I had a good
cup of coffee at the Inn.
Last evening I arrived on the
grounds at 7:53, passed through the
west entrance to the carnivi.I grounds
and noticed Detective Baker was sit-
ting at the east entrance and
Mloore standing just inside.
I paged Mr. Lackey and went to the
Inn.
I enjoyed the show at the Alps
and spent quite a bit of time after
that dodging confetti.
When the Coliseum opened I was
busy getting away from three girls
who seemed determined to catch me
but spent too much time arguing
about what to say to me.
'I finally lost them and stopping at
the country store purchased a carni-
val button.
I heard the band playing in the
Coliseum then and leaving my man-
ager started in.
I will be busy again today and will
be introduced from the stage in the
Roman Coliseum tonight whether I
am captured or not. Get busy.
MISS RAFFLES.
Kiss Raffles Captured.
Detective Baker last night vindicat-
ed himself_and won for his trouble$14.s. -
Thursday morning through the
Register "Miss Raffles" spoke of
nearly stepping on his toes. This
created a great deal of sport at the
expense of Mr. Baker, who before
the day was lover stated that he
would bet he could get the lady by
It o'clock Saturday night.
This statement was carried to
" Ins 
Bales'"
d 
ur
etso'I'' 
rmanager.Lack 
Lackey 
wooF . R i clth %-
md,
take the bet and at a tablegin the
Charity Inn Thursday the bel was
made.
The terms were drawn up in writ-
ing.
Detective Baker seemed in no hur-
ry until last evening when he was
noticed flying around the grounds,
meeting his partner, life Moore, and
keeping a sharp eye on all passersby.
When the Coliseum opened he step-
ped into the carnival headquarters
and put on a rain coat and a cap, is
he noticed that his every move was
watched by confederates of the
young lady.
He then stationed himself inside
the Coliseum with his friend Moore
and waited his pray.
The chapge in his costume had not
been :Ade known to ,'Miss Raffles"
who during the first act passed in
and started to take a reserved seat.
The magic words were soon said
and Mr. Baker, Mir. Moore and their
charge hunted up Mr. Lackey, Mk.
Hoover and Mk. Richmastd. Mr.
Lackey paid Mr. Baker the het i
settlement of the bet and as Mir. C. 'I'
Kennedy, owner of the Great Parke
Amusement company was not on th
ground, an order on them signed b
H. C. Hoover and contersigned b
Miss Raffles and NI Richmond was
given Mr. Baker. e clever young
lady was introduced from the stage
in the Coliseum and will be intro-
duced again tonight.
Visited the Register.
Ass Raffles with Me Richrno.i,!
visited the Register last night She
is a very attractive young lady and
has many laughable incidents at all
times to tell of her experiences in
avoiding detection bi the people.
BIG BARBECUE,
Thousands of People Will Be at the
Fair Grounds Near Mayfield.
Today at the fair grounds in the
•-tiburbs of Mayfield will be held one
of the largest watherings ever given
in this, section of the state. It is a
free barbecue to the Tobacco Grow-
ers' Association of Griteg county,
and everybody is cordially invited to
'attend, both from that county and
afar.
The citizens of Mayfieltr tre giving
tke affair in compliment tok; he grow-
ers of the weed, and yesfeiday a large
force of men were busy preparing
the sheep, pigs, beef and other edi-
bles for service today. Prospects
are for a crowd of many thousandDRUGGISTS, people ,and plenty is being arrangedFOURTH AND BROADWAY. for
,
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holgYear
That is the length of wthitiblwuk we per-
mit you to take in which to tofty fora
Great Buck's Steel Range or -Heater.
We deliver and set it up in your
kitchen or parlor right away.
No such an offer was ever made
before in any store.
112-116 NORTH FOURTH STREET.
Empire Grain and
Fertilizer Drill
C.,
•
1,•I I 1 • I • 1 , , ,
-.f. At,16- 41,3 4.. • ""
• ••••• 
111.114,49,
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WHY EMPIRE DRIL LS ARE THE BEST.
HAS DOUBLE DRAW BAR.
HAS DOUBLE FEED RUNS
HAS TAPERED AXLE POINTS
HAS METAL CONDUCTORS
THE ONLY STOCK DRILL THAT WILL SOW STOCK
SUCCESSFULLY
•
PEAS
Powell-Rogers Co.
129 North Third Street : : : : Paducah, Ky.
e Kentucky
TELEPHONE 548.
Friday and Saturday Sept. 29 and 30
With
Big Matinee Saturday
JOHN B. WILLS
And
The Wills Comedy Company
IN THE METROPOLITAN MUSICAL SUCCESS
'ATLANTIC CITY'
"Fanny Mr. Hooligan." "Two Old Cronies."
AN,
•
— —
REPLETE WITH NEW SONGS, CATCHY03ANCES, SPLENDID
MUSIC AND NEW AND NOVEL SPECIALTYFEATURES
AN ACTING COMPANY OF SURPASSING MERITS AUGMENT-ED BY A PRIZE BEAUTY CHORUS OF TWENTY VOICES,
HUMOROUS DIALOGUE, LAUGHABLE INCIDENTS, SCREAM •MING COMEDY SITUATION.
MODISH COSTUMES—A WEALTH OF MARVELOUS SCENIC,MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL EFFECTS
PRICES-25, 35„50 AND 75 CENTS. SPECIAL MATINEE SAT-URDAY. CHILDREN zoo, ADULTS 2°c. SEATS ON SALE ONTHURSDAY
E. G. BOONE,
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPEC-
IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
DONT ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE—FURNISH SECURITY,
OLD PHONE NO, 204.
THE REGISTER, i0 'CENTS PER WEEK.
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ALL DEMOCRATS
 
SHOULD R[OISTER
 TUESDAYI
IT CLOSES TONIGHT
.
•
With This Eveni thiakit
nival Finish ellis Rua
LAST NIGHT'S LABG.11-kT------
TEND4NorqMptiposts
Little Stew
A
Sleuth Won th
lilab*priatist
terdai.
'V LJr-
THE PARKERS GO HENCE
0 TO HOPKINSVIVLE.
Friday night wa a record breaker
..at the Traveling Men's carnival, the
largest crowd of the week being in
:.attendatice. The Pike was one ours-
', ing maas of frolicking iiumanity. The
• sherws,tbe American ill& arl‘, the
Coantrjr_Stelee. were packed till mid-
. might The,144 pf order prevailed
despite the fa t •confetti battle
was in progte for hours.
ti• The fertivali eloses this evening
and tonight marks the end of one of
the most successful carnivals ever
held in Ibis, city. It Ikti not oer
bren high-class and entertaining
tttnsitighout, 'but it has also been the
--elraneer-tarnheit ever pulled off in
this 'vicinity. It has been entirely de-
void of ohjectiostble features.
Opirmittee in charge
is to be congratulated upon the' suc -
cess of the week just closing. The
management of the great Parker
Amusement company, which furnish-
ed the attractions, is also deserving
of praise for it is one of the cleanest
and best, in fact the best amusement
aggreastkern which ever exhibited in
this city. Mk. C. T. Kerusedy, the
genial menager of the company. has
'certainly won a home' with the lo-
cal committee, and they are ummete
asouein their verdict that he is on
of abe-Ittise-fellnws is the show Ismai-.
pees .wits whom they -have hid *mai-
ne,s dealings. The Parker company
run strictly on the square and the
people of .the city are loud in their
praise rit the high-class and clean
line of attractions.
The ladies who have officiated at
the American Inn are to be credited
in a large measure with the success
of the affair. Their presence gave a
prestige which brought out the best
people of the town.
By sunrise tornorrow the Pike will
save disappeared and the Sunflower
Special which carries the Parker ag-
gregatir n win be on its way to Hop-
kinsville, where a carnival will be held
next week.
other jt1Wiptivere
traveling from
-Bert- Tn.,.ufpeprnaatte
of the great Plaiter Aknusement com-
pany. It 5 safe o say that Mt. Van-
Lune is the kingpir ,"Mayeling" man
at present and *At* Ii/tUp till he cross
es the river.
The infants were! displayed around
the edge of the stage of the Coli•eum,
the fond memmas,holding, or rather
attempting to hold them in place.
Ffad it not been for the presence of
the mothers it would not have been
such a proposition. Townsend was
repeatedly inforniZd by Secretary
Hoover that it was a baby CO Stet t
and that .it wasn't noessiery to 'take
the aoompanyiner m9(her into con-
sideration, _ This ..tiotOetal_iateterfiClita
for a prettier array of babies than
the Paducah output of 19o3; 14 and
j s "got
1903, was never colleeted4gine boe-
quo. Naturally
theirs" after "the tAnneri 'were an-
__but the.y...knew--tbs.--
they were up against before reluctant
ly accepting the hosiont thrust upon
them. The scene at the steps of the
stage before the °Oiling of the con-
test was a pathetic one. The judges
wore crepe 0 their hats and the
band played "Leave this place when
you get, your ?trunk packed," and
"GoodbYe little girl, goodbye."
The infant jabillee was opened with
an eloquent address by Alexander
Parks, of the Parker company, who
hatided out floral tributes to the ba-
bies and the judges, and expressed
his pleasure at seeing so many cfrirtn
ing mothers present. (Loud applause
from the dress circle.) Mr. Parks'
remarks were marred by an unavoid-
able outburst in the ranks of the un-
employed. Baby No. 7 .separated
Baby No. as from Its bottle of Mel-
lin's fo-d, and before Mother No. 7
could return the plunder there were
thing. doing Aims the line. A cho-
rus of some /Illy juvenile voices,
which for volume and range had
obes in Toyland" ,hacked off the
boards, took up the refrain. Before
the final curtain_ several youngsters
were retired from the race, their tear-
stained (aces spoiling all their chanc-
es t
The Baby Show.
Little Miss Susan Porter Sleeth,
the charming daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. les. Sketh, of 316 North Ninth
stet:et, was 'awarded the 61..4 prize of
Sta.st the baby contest held in the
Roman Coliseum Friday evening at
5 o'clock at the Traveling Men's cars
1041. Second _honors went to Miss
Katie Twit 11, of 631 Willett
street, pl. IS; and Mule curley-
beaded Mile Elizabeth Graham, of
2232 Broadway, Silas -,povasdeel the
Isird prize of $a.soi
The' dilemma of the Millie% is a pit-
iful tale, tota- sad for cold type. To
have already taken to the tall and
unarnputated timber, while the third
v.as bandicaaped with a contract vrittf
the gerat Parker Amusement coal-
pony and had to remain behiii.• This
was none other than Recklfees Russ-
ell, the one-legged bicyclist who does
the high dive at the carnival. The
. IFItisLune, A
incinnati, and
se.
'fate that it was the
worsfrou.Tti,n thiii Were ev5r up
against. 'There were at least twenty-
' t the unprejudihed esti-
inktIlikp ha judgeal shopld . have
treervafeled prizes. The Mothers of
the babes who were in the "also rens'
may be pleased to hear that the unan
*etas eedict of the judges was that
t a homely baby in the
b •. 4111114 none of the three
claim to be conreasieurs of the fine
points of infants, as to how many
hands high a yearling or a two-year-
old should be, or how malty horse
power & pair of good two-year-old
lens, shook, register, but they do
know when a baby !oohs good to
them. Had there been three babies
in the contest instead of over a hun-
dred they would have been more sat-
isfied with their own 'decision. •
l''& prize winner, Baby Susan Por-
ter North, is a little -beauty and
about the cutest 'kid that ever came
down the nke, and everyone seemed
satisfied with the decision. The (win-
ner a the second and third honors
were neatly as fascinating and the
judges wilted three collars before
the results were finally announced.
Then there was things doing in the
ranks. Indignant mothers took up
their babies and switched out of the
Coliseum. Judge VanLnne got a
hot shot from one little woman who
informed him that all his taste must
be in his mouth, and Townsend was
informed that he didn't know any
mote about a baby than a rabbit.
Reckless Russell, who proved his reck
testiness by accepting a judgeship,
took to the high structure from which
he makes hi* dive before any gilt-
edge opinions of his ability in *k-
ing the "warmest baby in the bench"
had been handed to him.
But in all seriousness, the baby
contest proved one of the beat feat-
ures of the week's festivities. A finer
collection of babies, it is safe to say,
was never exhibited in a similar con-
test. The mothers may well be
proud of their little ones, and should
not 4e1 disappointed if they didn't
pull driven a blue ribbon on their en-
try. For what do men know about
babies' fine points—anyway when two
of then aregonosarried men. The fact
that the tfiree winners were girls 
shows that men cannot be considered
competent judges of babies. Any-
way that's what all but three moth-
ers in the contest believe.
There were but ' testi • seatrietions,
the infant must be a white one and
under two years of age. There were
fat and slim babies, curly -haired and
bald-headed, toothed kind *toothkss,
good natured and obstrewerom in-
fants, smiling and cooing babies and
the variety that makes father walk
the floor at night. They were all
Te
IMONEY SPENT
RIGHT
HOW MUCH MONEY DO YOU
WASTE NOW WHICH YOU
COULD SAVE WITHOUT MISS-
ING IT? IF YOU WILL STUDY
LY AND SUPPLY THEM PRU-
DENTLY, YOU WILL FIND
THAT YOU HAVE A SURPLUS
FUND AT THE END OF THE
MONTH
NOTHING AIDS SAVING LIKE
A LITTLE CAREFUL THINKING
ABOUT THE MONEY YOU
SPEND. A SECOND THOUGHT
WILL OFTEN KEEP YOU FROM
SPENDING MONEY RECKLESS-
LY. WIZ NEXT THING TO DO
IS TO START AN ACCOUNT AT
THIS BANK AND GET A HOME
RAVINGS BANK. ONE DOLLAR
WILL START AN ACCOUNT
227
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there and many of them made them-
selves heard. VanLutie nearly lost
his balance when one bea.rtning moth
Cr said, 'Cootsy-cootsy, Freddie, kiss
the manny. Now tell the nice man
what the sheepy says." Baby said
"Baah" and Russell and Townsend
dis-appeared under the side wall of
the tent.
Secretary li(over awarded the
iodizes to the' winners immediately. af-
ter the decision of the judges.
•
• sia Oats Open Today.
This afternoon the main gate at the
carnival grounds will be thrown wide
iep and everybody admitted free to
the place of aftrusement. This in-
cludes only admission through the
main gate, while the side shows will
charge admissions the same as ustaik
Tonight all will have to pay to get'in
the main gate, the same a- usual.
RED MEN ELECT
NEW OFFICERS WERE CHOS-
EN BY THAT BODY LAST
EVENING.
New Authorities Serve Until the ,End
of This Year, When Another
Election is Held.
SPRAGUE HOUSE
---
B-ORNED TO ?Mt GROUND YES-
TERDAY MORNING NEAR
HERE.
Thit-IFikeirill.1116111111111111WrIlfR
Mei Oliver Has Lost in Past
Four Years.
REPUBLICANS
THE CITY AND COUNTY CON-
VENTIONS OCCUR NEXT
MONDAY.
Yesterday morning the "Tex
Sprague" home, nine miles from this
city on the Louisville division, ignit-
ed and was -completely deptroyed by
fire, which was either of incendiary
origin or caused by a spark from a
passing engine: The house was emp-
ty ind had stored inside eleven tons
cf hay. The place belongs to Messrs.
Mike Oliver, of Benton, and Joe Lit-
tle, of Palma, Marshall county, and
the loss to them will aefiount to be-
tween $600 and $70o, without a dol-
lar's worth .of insurance.
The residence was a frame five-
room structure and stood ont one ofthe .best hams in this section of the
state. Mkssrs. Oliver and Little had
many tons of hay stored away inside
ready for their use. The house was
a complete loss.
The place has quite a reputation as
it belonged to "Tex" Sprague until
about five years ago. Sprague is the
man who skipped the country on be-
ing charged with tooting into the
house of Lee Walters, the well known
citioen of this county. After Sprague
was gone his borne was put up an4
sold through the courts to pay the
lawyers' fees and other costs incurred
while fighting the prosecution against
him.
This fire makes the ninth house Mr.
Oliver has lost in the pas four yesos
by fire. At the big Benton fire sev-
(ask woollier ago he and Mr. Robert
Showmen lost five buildings, while at
different periods during the past for-
ty months he has lost other places.
Last evening at the Red Men's
hall, On North Fourth street, tnere
was held one of the most interesting
sessions for months past, as it was
the night for election of officers and
there was present an unusually large
crowd.
The officers chosen were as fol-
lows: David A. Cross, sachem; Eu-
gene Graves, senior sagamore; Clar-
.ence House4older, junior sagamoret
George Ingqim, prophet; A. 5, Smith,
keeper of wampum; Harry George,
trustee; Dr. W. J. Bass, medicine
man; J. R. Price, custodian; George
Ingram, captain of the degree team,
These are the elective officers, who
will be installed next Friday evening
in their respective positions. At that
time Sachem Cross will name the
appointive officers who will be induct-
ed at the same time.
These officers serve only until the
last of this year, because the KIntotky
great council at its last ‘kession
"'fleeted 
 end
 .,f
from the last of September until the
end of the calendar year. Now at the
close of the year new officers will be
chosen, they to serve for a perk)
of six months with exception of th
iecritary and treasurer who remalik
for twelve months. ;•'/
Tile harness display at 520 Broad-
way will be changed daily. Watch
for the Swiss breast collar surry
harness Saturday. It will be the
prettiest- thing ever seen
HAD KEPT- WEDDING SECRET.
- --
Young Shelbyville Couple Was /tar-
-. tied at Frankfort on July 23.
eliselbyville, Ky., Sept. a.—A se-
ciet marriage has just come to light
here in the announcement that Miss
Mary Bruce and Mr. Robeit McGin-
nis were married in Frankfort, July
23 The young people had kept their
secret well, and no one suspected it,
not even the young lady's mother,
Mrs. Lou Hanneicamp.
The groom has been employed here
for several months by the Home Tel-
ephone convent, and boarded with
the bride's mother.
Last week he accepted a position
in Chkrleston, W. Va., and being Un-
willing to leave his wife, announced
their marriage. They have gone to
Charleston to make their future home.
Ste the fine harness on display at
Miller's piano store, 520 Broadway.
They are such goods as. the Starks-
Ullman Saddlery company make.
There is nothing better offered any-
where.
JUDGE PARKER WILL
LECTURE AT LAW SCHOOL.
New York, Sept. 29.—Former
Ptidge Alton B. Parker, Democratic
candidate for president in ttfe last
campaign, will be one of the lectur-
ers at the Law School at Johns-Hop-
kins, Fordham, next week, which will
begin its first year.
Please remember that the excursion
to St. Louis leaves at 9 a. m., October
and., fare $.3 for the round trip. On
the following day round trip tickets
on regular trains will be sold for
$5•31•
J. T. DONOVAN...Agent-
The will of Baron Nathaniel Roths-
child, who died in Vienna recent'y,
was admitted to probate here and
as been aincipted by all concerned.
he Baron
coo to char chiefly- devoted to the
Aqueatbed over $5,cioo,-s
tetief of sufferers Newts chronic and DESCRIPTION Age 2t; Height 5 ft 68•4 in.; Weight,163; Brown Eyes.incurable diseases.
WI
At Parrell, Mexico natives storied
Americans and tore down the Ameri-
can flag. An American woman was
insulted in the streets. • 'Mill
eparadons Are Being Made to Se-
lect the Nominees of Party for
Different Offices,
Next Monday 'afternoon at the
county court house there will be held
the city ad county convention by the
republican/
 party for the purpose of
choosing the nominees for the city
and county offices to be filled at 'the
coming November election. The city
convention will be called in' session
at 2 o'clock, and the municipal nom-
inee's chosen, while immediately there
after the county gathering will be
held.
It is more than probable that the
"gang" has already well greased the
machine and gotten things ready for ,
the nominations, as the mouthpiece
of the party tam published that the
following are being considered for the
respective places:
Earl Palmer, Sam T. Hubbard,
Harry Hank, A. R. Grouse, C. L. Van
Meter, Wen. Karnes, W. T. Miller,
H. C.' DuVal, John E. Williamson,
Jr., L. F. Hugg, W. L. Brainerd,
Race Dipple, Henry Katterjohn, U.
S. Walston, Geo. Oehlschlaeger, Sr.,
C. H. Chamblin. S. A. Hill, W. L.
Bauer, Ed Gleason and Ed Morris.
The above gentlemen are being.qn
sidered for the legislative bodies,
Geo. 0. McBroom and E. W. tfaig-
by are proposed for city judge. Capt.
Ed Farley, foe the legislature; Ches.
Harting, of the Lamon9precinct,
sheriff; Jas. P. Ham- of Florence.
for jailer; Dr Harry Williamson, for
circuit clerk, and E. W. Bagby, E.
W. Pratt and T. W. Dolberry, for
county judge-.
DIED OF CONSUMPTION.
Mrs. John B. Mills Passed Away
Early Yesterday Morning.
.Yesterday morning about 2 o'clock
Mrs. John B. Mille died at her home,
Iola South Third street, after a lin-
gering illness with consumption. The
deceased was a most noble and con-
secrated Christian lady who bore her
long suffering with patience. She
had resided in this city for a number
of years and was 1,tie wife of Mr.
Mills, the well known driver of the
wagon for the Star laundry on North
Fourth Wert. 7th and
The kceased was a member of the PrescriptionsTenth street Christian church, and
ered freealF•ci affiliated with the order of the ,
Golden Cross. Besides her husband at"•
she is survived by four children.
This afternoon at 1 o'clock there
will be held the fueeral services at
Purity n
Prescriptions.
A prescription Ems .ba coin'
pounded so accurate*, 'Sr ex-
perienced prescriptionists with
the highest degree of ixtrefnl-
nest, yet if the drugs' Mitt not
pure it is worthlesar—dattgjer,Rus.
No matter wheoe-yott gn-atota.
cannot find parer drugs, prompt
er service or more skill than
we use in filling your prescrip-
tion.. You'll be satisfied with
the prices, too.
J. IL Oehischlaeger,
DRUG GIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
Bacon's Malarial
IONIC Capsules
ARE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE lidAtiE
1SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-
DUCAH FOR CURING CHILLS
AND MALARIA.
PRICE soc.
TAKE NO OTHER.
' THEY ARE GUARANTEED.
BACON'S
DRUG STORIES.
7th yJacks so nt Spitsh.onpehonste 237,,
her late home, conducted by Rev. B.
W. Bass, of the Tenth street Chris-
tion church, and Rev. Peter Fields,
f the Third street Methodist church.
Interment follows at Oak Grove
cemetery.
REMAINS OF EXPLORER
ARRIVE IN FRANCE.
Marseilles,. France, Sept 4.—The
body of Count Debrazza, the explor-
er, who died ,September 15th at Da-
kar Senegambia, arrived here today
I on the steamer Alpes and was landed
with impressive military honors. The
funeral will take place in Paris on
Monday.
The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
Broadway. Tel. 756.
called for and deliv-
of charge anywhere in the
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER-
FECT HEALTH.
POR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
Mien the king of Siam 'has on his
hip regalia he is supposed to repre-
sent an outlay of more than 
$1,000,000.
-
00
s-
Will Capture of
The Mysterious "Miss Raffles"
be Paid for the
"Miss Raffles" will be on the Pike every day of the Carnival. Whenyou see her walk right up and say: "Are you not the mysterious MissRaffles" of the P. T. Mi C. Pike, and have her sign the coupon below.Then take her to the office of the Great Parker Amusement Co. and getthe Szoo.
Best, Kentucky Lump 13 Cents. Best, Kentucky Nut 1 2 CentsThere's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Coal Than the Ordinary Coal.
THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
*41
Second and Ohio Streets.
(INCORPORATED.)
• C. M, BUDD, Manager. Both Telephone Numbers 254 •/.
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Shonts' Lame Excuse.
(Memphis CominerCiiI-Appeal.) -
Mr. Theodore Shonts, chairman of
the Panama canal commission, avoids
the charge of collusion in letting the
$50,000 contract for housing and feed-
ing the laborers on the canal by sol-
ing:
•, . •ver or l'eS,se-
cause there was no necessity for it
It Is not a government contract; it
is a Panama railway matter."
We are to suppose from this an-
swer if this contract had been a gov-
ernmetn contract, M. Shonts adn3its
that *t-svou-14--have-been-his--elet
advertise for bids. In that event he
would not have had the right to give
it over to men of his selection, posi-
tively declining to consider competi-
tion in any shape.
is plain'y up to him to explain his
neat distinction. The people are un-
der the impression that the govern-
ment virtually owns the Panama rail-
rcad. As this is a fact a contract for
that road is a government contract.
Granting, however, that the Pana-
ma Railroad may make a contract
for itself which is not a government
. contract, it will be admitted that such
contract should refer to matter per-
taining to the railroad and to be paid
for out of the funds of the railroad.
Even Mr. Shonts must confess that
these conditions are reasonable. But
look as we may we can not see how
honsing and feeding Panama canal
laborers is Panama Railroad business.
Nor yet is it patent that the $so,000,-
ow to be paid to contractors are in
anyway the moneys of this raibroad.
Mr. Shonts is due another guess.
Here's canal work and canal money
in this contract, and by every rule of
law and equity the contract is a gov-
-ernment contract and no private rail-
road deal. Mi. Shonts may shout the
contrary from the house tops and
President Roosevelt may approve
them until 'his wrist is sore, but the
-people will continue to believe that
supplies for government laborers,
paid for out of government money is
a government contract.
Infection by Flies.
(American Medicine.)
The transmission of infection by
flies has been long recognized by the
profession. The investigations into
the dreadful conditions of military
ttamps, both in this country in ISO
and Inter in South Africa, have con-
-elusively proved that the theory is
true in typhoid fever and bacillary
dysentery and have left no reasonable
doubt in many other infections. Doc-
tor . 0. Cobb of the Pubis. Health
and Marine Hospital service has call-
ed attention to almost identical con-
ditions as to the tubercle bacillus in
our cities, and there is not the slight-
est doubt, after reading his evidence,
that we must consider the fly as one
of the agents which carries this bacil-
lus from host to host. When it was
discovered that this organism did not
very well survive drying, the danger
of being infected by the dried sputum
in the dust of city streets was found
to be somewhat less than once be-
lieved, and though street cleaners
and scrubwomen ate known to be
Infected more than other people, yet
there was quite naturally a reaction
-against the extreme measures to pre-
vent expectoration in the streets. Dr.
Cobb's article, therefore, was not on-
ly timely, but was of great import-
ance, in thai it proved the necessity
-of continting the warfare against the
spitting nuisance in public places. Re-
cently some men have claimed that
expectoration is a sanitey necessity,
'but iJ is more likely to prove to be
only a bad habit, which ladies do not
contract. In addition, a few have
even put forth the old claim of per-
sonal liberty to spit where they please
whether it kills other people or not.
The knowledge that flies do get at
ehe live bacillus before it is dried
and dnubtless carry it to foods which
then infect a new host, will go far
in supporting our efforts to restrict
the dangerous liberties of danger, us
mc n
Bryan to Roosevelt.
(Nashville Banner.)
Me. Bryan's "parting word" to
President Roosevelt is a rare piece
.trir!p around the w orld,) and thenf_v
'di perky -- assurance -says: "Stand
by your guns."
If Mr. Roosevelt is to lead a reform
movement within the Republican par-
ty he would doubtless prefer to dis-
pense with Mk. Bryan's 'assistance.
He at least may not wish to have it
courage is so weak
that it needs bolstering in the pecu-
liar manner MY. Bryan has under-
taken.
Publicity as to Campaign Accounts.
(Cleveland Leader.)
Less money, c'..r_azier -money,- money-
more easily traced from source to
final ese-that will yet be the goal of
a winning movement for the purifica-
tion of campaigns and the uplifting of
politics. Publicity is the road to re-
of bribery an burn away the
swamp vapors of "graft." The Nay
to get results is to enforce the pub-
lication of campaign accdunts. Com-
mittees must be made to show where
they get their funds, how much they
receive, what they spend and for what
purpose. In the last analysis it is as
proper a subject for publicity as the
transactions of the national govern-
ment.
AN AGE OF BEWILDERMENT.
So Much Happening That Nothing
Adequately Impresses One.
The decay of memory is one of
the curious features of the general
change which is occurring in Eng-
land, writes "Marmaduke" in the
London Graphic. Our fathers and
mothers and those that came before
th 1.-id fa-• their
-••-'
in their ?rain t•-•II the last: and the
hco•-s hern;nes of their youth
they handed down to posterity with
'undiminished clearness. Their favor-'
ite books did not lose their reputa-
tion in a season or two; even those
of us'who are moaerately well read
have heard of therm In the newspa-
pers of former times are continually
to be found remiscences of the past
which were revived at a most oppor-
tune moment to damage a political
enemy, or to complete the history of
a circumstance which had anteced-
ents.
In these days the procession of oc-
currences moves at a galiop. An in-
ternational crisis, a crash in the city,
a catastrophe, a sensational crime.
and a "society" scandal not infre-
quently tread on each other's heck in
a day. The ordinary mind is unable
to receive, assimilate and separate
such a continual inrush of informa-
tion, and most of it. therefore, does
not find accommodation in the brain.
This is one cause of the decay of con-
versation which is generally deplor-
ed. The public does not trouble to
remember, to read or to work; is
idle, in other worde! The increase
of idleness and of the time devoted
to amusement in this country are
partly caused by there being not too
much to do, to read, to learn and to
dispute about.
ABATING THE FLY NUISANCE.
Kerosene the Most Ready and Effect-
ive Weapon.
Fly-killing is • discouraging busi-
ness, says a writer in the Saturday
Evening Post, because there always
seems to be an unlimited supply of
the enemy. But poison and "tangle-
foot" paper would be made unneces-
sary if only people would adopt the
simple measures necessary to prevent
the breeding of the pests.
Already many stable owners are do-
ing much to abate the nuisance.
They have learned that a small quan-
tity of kerosene used two or three
times a week will entirely prevent
the propogation of flies, thus making
a great difference in the comfort of
people who dwell in houses near by.
a expenditure of a few cents a
month will accomplish the purpose.
Every stable with proper precautions
are not taken is . a fly hatchery.
Theer is nothing so thirsty as a fly:
it wants to drink ail the time. A
saucer of poisoned water placed in a
stable will destro near( ever fl
n a pare.
But the kenosent method is easiest
and most effective. A sprinkling or
two or three times a week do the
businees, killing every larva or pupa
with certainty. Some day the adop-
tion of such measures in every stable,
particularly in the cities, will be re--
qttired and rigidly enforced. Then
we shall be rid of the plague for
good; epidemics of diseases will be
less frequent;•the screening of ourl
houses veill he rendered unnecessary,'
and a specimen of Mitsca domestica
will be so rare as to be regarded al-
Most as a curiosity.
aptness in taking advantage of the
seeming perplexity into which the
president has fallen. The letter is
written in a spirit of professed amity
with an offer of alliance, but it is
easy to perceive that its real inten-
tion is to add to the president's em-
barrassment as well as to contribute
to the discord within the Republican
party.
The president has been so busy of
late making peace between Japan and
Ressia he has given no indication of
persistency in the domestic policies
that engaged his attention at the Iasi
session of congress. His more re-
cent public utterances have omitted
reference to the tariff or •ailiroad
regulation. But Mir. Bryan airile as-
sumes that in the matter of. fixing
rates at least the president is very
determined. Ife informs Mr. Roose-
velt that 'he. Roosevelt, has the con:
feet of his life before bitni; gives in
chipper manner the promise to "ren-
der you all the aes.stance in 11131:. rov-
er," (he is going on a tw
CUMULATIVE
 
1EDGAR iLW.1
 WHITTEMORE,
CONVINCING ISSUE
(St. Louis Republic.)
Mk. Roosevelt's proposed recom-
mendation that congress pass a law
to reform campaign methods by pro-
hibiting corporation contributions,
while it indicates a laudable attitude,
serves no real purpose and only eaa•-.
pbasizes the method's of his party in
the past. It is no disrespect to say
that as far -as influencing the direct
action of the party is concerned the
recommendation probably will, not be
worth the paper on which it is writ-
ten.
—Ittr. Roosevelt recomended the
same thing to congress last year, to
which small attention was paid. No
greater heed will be given to it by the
next congress if, happily for the par-
ty, the keen edge of popular demand 
tor this particular reform. shall have
worn away and attention shall have
been diverted to something else in the
interim.
It is the habit and policy of the
republican party to concede some-
thing, nominally, to each reform de-
mand which arises in the country.
The concession is only for the time
being. When a fresh scandal is dis-
closed and if the people clamor, the
administration institutes an "investi-
gation," of which very little more is
ever heard afterwards. If there is a
cry for rate regulation, the president
recommends it and congress side-
tracks it. If the demand is for reci-
procity, the machine's old guard meet
it by conceding something in "talk"
Their speeches and interviews are
published over the country; the point
is soon obscured in quibbles and
divarications, dissipated in thin air.
Temporization is the trick of the ma-
chine with every issue antagonistic
to interest.
A demand for reform in the manner
of conducting a republican campaign
must strike the members as nothing
short of absurd. The campaign is
largely conducted in Wall street and
vicinity, and is a campaign of levy and
reprisal against the corporations
which have reaped the benefits of
preferential legislation and lax law
enforcement. Reform directed at the
method would be s blow at the very
heart of the reciproca' scheme, which
explains the existence of the machine
and the life of monopoly. Reform
would largely destroy the republican
raison d'etre and reduce the trusts
and privileged interests to self-de-
pendence and something approaching
an equitable industrial or economicbasis. In a word, reform would sever
the life duct between' the Siamese
twins of party graft and trust greed.
It would -be sacrifical, suicidal, out of
the question; and is, therefore, ex-
tremely unlikely to be effected.
Nevertheless, it will be gratifying to
good citizensship if the president putsthe issue squarely up to his party.
There is a principle of fundamental
mortality behind the popular insist-
ence which deserves the fullest at-
testation, and which the sober thought
of the country will indorse whenever
given the opportunity. Such a re-form proposition is vital to the deep-
er issue of honesty in public affairs
which is rapidly developing propor-
tion and promises soon to be the
question of questions for the Ameri-
can nation. A refusal of the repub-lican party to heed the recommenda-tion and forego the advantages of its
reciprocal relationship with the finan-
cial and corporate powers whichthrive by corrupting legislative and
executive government will constitute
another black paragraph in the in-dictment of the pernicious political
system, and go far toward insuringits ultimate overthrow.
For the present, the issue growing
out of the New York Life exposure
overshadows the question of Tate re-
striction, reciprocity and revision, and
Federal graft; and is, therefore, doubt-less not ttnaceptable to the political
opportunists who preserve their lease-hold by temporization and by obscur-ing one issue with another. It is in-
evitable, though, that the question of
reform in campaign methods will take
a permanent place in national discus-
sion beside the other great threaten-ing questions which confront the re-
publican system. The issue is close-ly related to those of the tariff, rate
restriction and Federal graft; it is
cumulative, powerful, exhibiting con-
as o e vast
and iniquitous machine process which
envelops the country's political andindustrial life, and its effect in one
way or another will be perceptible.
tiovrever, the coming congress may
•
dodge the direct question which the
president may urge.
•
A Question of Time.
"Why doesn't dey raise no statues
to be colored heroes?" 'asked Mir.
Et-status Pinicley.
"Never ntiad," rejeined Mr. Colli-
fiewer. "Let 'ens keep on burnin' sof'
coal awhile an' all dem statues "(ovine
to look like cullud men." -Washing-
ton Star.
Subscribe for THE REGISTER.
Not Needed' Now.
Her-Our engagement is broken
off. All is at an end between us, I
shall not marry you next week an
intended.
.
Him-Is that final?_
Her-It is.
Mlim-Have you a telephone it the
house?
Her-What do yew want?
Him-I want to call up my tailor
and countermand the order for secret
pockets in all my clothes.
At Close Range, too.
Patience
-Did you see Belle's bath-ing suit?
Patrice-Yes; I could lost set it. -
Yonkens Statesman,
ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL ESTE•74, IFESTERN KENTUCICY FARMS. EASTISOINTHLY PAYIKEPrT LOTS FOR INVESTMEIt7T. WESTERNKENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
LDG W. VISITTEMOILE. Parisakzah. Me
NEW GOODS
FOR
Fall and Winter-
HAVE ARNVED
An elegant line of imported cloths
and suitings for Fall and Winter.
Make your selections now and
avoid the rusk
DICK E& BLACK
MERCHANT TAILORS.
516 Broadway, Opp. Fraternity Bid.
Pad ucala
Steam Dye Works
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repair* take them to K. C.
Rose, ry South Third street I have
the nicest line c..4 samples for tints
In the city. Suits made to order.
P. H. PURY EAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
5.23 I -2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 49o.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Essace Law.
Dr. Childress
ZYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
Columbia Building.
Plzen 1041 Red.
Dr- Stamper,
Dentist.
Office over Lendler & Lydon.
309, Broadway.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, is
Nosy hFiltli, Both Phone ass.
Residence max Clay, Old Phone ales
Veiled Propheta-St, Louis.
For the above occasion the Illinois
C-..iitral Railroad company wiii sell
rethrn on October 3rd for $.5,.35 for
the round trip, good returniag until.
October 6th.
T. DONOVAN, Agent,
Paducah, Ky.
G. C. WARFIELD,,
T. A., Unica Depot.
Low Rates to California.
From September te, tcOc totem 31.
the Illinois Central Railroad tom-
paziy wig sell otte-way aeoonet-elass
'tickets to San Francisco, Los Ange-
les, San Diego, Cal., flee $33.00,
J. T Donovan, Agt. Padncals, Ky.
G. C. Warkeld, T. A.. Union Depot.
Shampooning, Bleaching. Dyeing.Dandruff cured by electrical trees
meats. Body massage, Electricat
'Hairdressing Parlors, 43z Jefferson
strait.
Tommy's Idea of Them.
Teacher-What are the parts of
speech?
Tommy Tucker-It's it's when a
man Stutters.
W. Mike Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.
Benton, Ky. Paducah, Ky.
Thole B. McGregory,
Benton, Ky,
OLIVER, OLIVER
& McOREGOR
, LAWYERS
*OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Padaicah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone tta. Old ?bone 333.
6REENI MAY
"The Old Reiiable Basinas," the
"Kiev of Resort, has mowed from
4011. Broadway to zeg South, Feurth
street, (red front) and wishes te eel
come all his old friends and
sea.
A. S. DABNEY,
--DENTIST—
ITtieheart Building.
DB. ROB'. RIVERS
zoo NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Offiee hours to za a, nab. a to 3
p.m. and 7 to g
AI=
0. D.. Salunidlt,
Architect and Superintendent
uoz Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 4518 Red.: New Phone 3s.
Bolucah, Kacky.
S. W. Arnold
Tbe real estate agents, has Samosa
worth of city property fost oak and
tbirty-fire farms: also three safes.
Houses for rem.
Telephone. old. Ms
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones Oge..-Roornis see and at.
Frauerity,
ALB 1244 W4 BARKLEY,
Attorney-at
-Law.
Room No. 5. Columbia Building.
411•1144=11•My 
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEABT BUILDING.
Both phone alit at the offica, both
plumes 140 residenc. Office hours
7 to Q, a. m.; s to p. m., 7 tag p.m.
411121111111111111111111=111111101114
EXCURSIONS
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company-the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,gocsi rooms, etc. Boats leave 
-each
Wednesday and Saturday at 3 p. in.For other information apply to jai.Koger, superintendent; Frank L.Brown, agunt.
oor..o
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-handi
ZtoVes em2d
Fartr2ittirre.
Buy anything and, sell everything.216-3s0 Court street. Oki phone 1316.
Clem Fratisioll
Moving wagon in conzectian.
J. K. HENDRICK, 0. MILLER
WM: MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms zi a and 3 Roemer Build-
ing, 553 1.1 illoadwey.
Practice in all, the Loans of tbe
state. Boats etsicas u.
-
Four- Cants a Pound
SEND YOUR ROITAH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET. SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUXD. SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROM?? DE-
LIVERY, OLD PHONE tars.
 4
G. C. INUGUID, •
A. TTO RAH 
—44e1""LA w3
log z-s North Fourth Stmt. thistairs
Commercial and Ctroperative
Business a Specialty.
a
7. B. harrison,
ATTOSIMEY
Attorney-sb-Law.
Roan 13 wad 14 Columbia Building..
Old Phone seg.
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms 20, it and te4 Columbia Bldg.
PADUCbbig, KY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
-11.1. Rivers, M.
OFFICE 220 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
residence rod Office ass
D. 0. rIARKik
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
PADUCAH. KY.
General Practice.
208-210 Fraternity
Office also Park B'id's, Mayfield Ky.
a 
DEAL'S bandOrchestrandan Dry Hot Air Baths given
R. T. LIGINTFOOT.
—LAWYER—
Will. practice in all courts of Zest..
tacky and Illinois.
5.
D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 3•6 Broadway.
OR. W. C. ENBANKS,
(Homeopathist.)
Off its, 306 Broadway
-Phone 110.
Residence, 81g Broadly**,
Phone 149.
JIL
Office phone 251, tiatidence please 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN 'AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Phone :311, red.
Phone tat, 400 t-a Broadway,
PADUCAH. KY.
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laVAL OFFICERS FAVOR
HEAVY BATTLESHIPS OF
SPEED WITH BIG GUNS.
4
REAR ADMIRAL ROGERS ADVO CAtES 'Loco-TON MONSTERS
ARMED WITH TWELVE-INCH tkANNON—THINKS SPEED OF
NINETEEN KNOTS NECESSAR'', AND ARMAMENT SHOULD
BE SIMPLIFIED AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE-410T WELL TO
SACRIFICE ARMOR PLATE FOR. BATTERY.
(Washington Special.)
a• 
'Admiral Dewey's advocacy of 18,-
000 ton battleships, each carrying a
dozen twelve-inch guns, as express-
ed in an interview with him published
recently, is supported by a majority
of line officers now in Washington.
Rear Admiral Frederick D. Rogers,
retired, formerly commander in chief
of the Asiatic fleet and commandant
of the New York navy yard holds
views similar to those of Admiral
Dewey. There has been a Rogers in
the navy ever since the Revolution,
and the family has done much in
shaping American naval policy. Rear
Admiral Rogers said:
"I am in accord with the expressed
attitude of Admiral Dewey as to the
necessity of increasing the displace-
ments of our battleships to 18,000
tons in order that they may carry
main batteries composed only of large
guns. ust what number of guns can
be placed on these ships is a question
yet to be determined.
"It is desirable to keep up the
speed of these ships, which requires
that allowance be made for coal ca-
pacity. When attempts are made to
increase the maximum speed of a
ship it is necessary to provide space
for greater coal supply. It seems to
I jme that an initial speii of at least• nineteen knots—and b that I mean
a ship which can make nineteen knots
in regular service, not only on bet
trial (rip—ashould be provided for.
Size of Chum
"Two years ago Commander
' Poundstone subrnhted a plan for an
Moo° ton battleship, to carry twelve
eleven-inch guns in turrets. If, how-
ever, the twelve-inch gun is adhered
to as the normal service gun, this
number might have to be slightly re-
duced. The main principle involved
is to reduce the number of different
calffsers on board ship and simplify
1..4 the battery, providing for a large
*41 homogeneous battery of high-power-
ed, long-ranged guns and a large
.$ number of rapid-fire guns—say four-
, teea-pounders—for defense against
torpedo attacks. Of course, a proper
..,,. number of under-water torpedo tubes
ir are to be provided."
The disposition toward simplifica-
tion of armaments into batteries of
one caliber has shown itself in the
designing of the Michigan and the
South Carolina. t6,00cr-ton battle-
ships The general board desires
that these ships should be armed with
a main battery of twelve-inch guns
alone, and as this means rearrange-
ment not only of the battery plan,
but of the entire interior of the ship,
the naval constructors are still wrest-
ling ..vith the problem
Congress will probably be asked to
4 authorize the increase for the dis-
placement of these ships to 18,000
tons, the sire of the fighting craft
last laid down by Great Britain
41$ hainy designs have been submitted
oto the board of construction, vAiieh
jii consists of Rear Admiral Converse,
chief of the bureau of navigation:
Chief Constructor Capps, Engineer in
Chief Rear Admiral Manney.
chief of the bureau of equipment, and
Rear Admiral Moon, chief of ord-
nance. None has as yet been approv-
ed. Chief Constructor Capp* is now
on a trip of inspection to the Pacific
Coast and it is not known which de-
sign he favors.
It is frankly admitted that it will
.,\ not be practicable to mount morethan eight twelve-inch guns in 
i 
tur-
rets on ships of the Connecticut type.
unless space and weight are sacrificed
In some other part of the ship. Some
persons doubt if the armament can
safely go as high as eight 12$.
To cut down the armor is out of
the question, and as other nations,
notably England, are working up the
speed of their battleships, as well as
building (as is the United States) ar-
mored cruisers designed to take hard
knocks in the line of battle, it is no-
where considered expedient to under-
cut the eighteen
-knot speed of the
Connecticut class.
In all the designs the pairing of 12-inch guns in turrets fore and aft is
contemplated. That accounts for
four, which is the number of twelves
carried on the newest ships. If eight
twelves are to be carried on a 16,000
ton ship, room for four more must
gl be found. Tf they are paired in tnr-
rets amidships, one turret on the port
and the other on the stiaboard side,
the turrets will nearly touch back to
back. This not only means altera-
tion of the deck plans, hut of the ar-
rangement of the ship below, engine-
rooms, fire
-rooms, magazines, bunk-
ers, etc.
'As a compromise, it has been sug-
gested that a main battery of twelves
and tens be adopted. Officers who
have had most to do with gun frre
oppose this. They say such a battery
wend& not be even proportionately ef-
fective to a battery of twelves. Hon"-
ogeniety is desired in the battery,
and it is feasible now that American
gun crews can accurately work 12-inch
guns to fire once every thirty-five see-
on S.
Fighting Distances.
The argument in favor of the
change is that with powerful, long-
range guns accurately fired the ship
so armed can stand off and sink the
less formidably-armed craft which,
with only four twelves, would be
afraid to run in close to the range at
which her eights would be effective.
It is pointed out' that when the
ships of the Connecticut class are
commissioned and 'n service they will
displace nearer 18,0co tons than x6,000
tons. This means that battleships
with a designed displacement of 18,-
000 tons will really displace nearly
20,000 tons when they have been in
service for a time, so rapidly does a
new ship acquire weight in the way
of alterations, additions and improve-
ments.
The additional cost of r11,000 ton
ships, it is expected, will be one
thing considered carefully by con-
gress. The same argument was made
by the navy department in 1903, when
it was a question of authorizing reS.000
ton ships or reverting to the Oregon
type.
It was then declared by the hoard
of Construction that three Connecti-
cut; of t6,coo tons would be more
effective thanifour Oregons. In great-
er or less proportion, it is held, an
iff,000 ton ship, with a twelve-inch
battery, can be superior to one of
'6,000 tons, and that the advantage
in. power would more than compen-
sate for the additional cost.
The British Admiralty projected
tii,000 ton battleships three years ago,
and the idea was discussed by the
naval committees of congress in Feb-
ruary and March, 1903, when the na-
val appropriation bill was up.
Armament Cosopariaos.
A comparison of the tendency of
the British and Ainerican navies in
armament is interesting. The Indi-
ana class of battleships, with four 13-
inch guns paired in turfets fore and
aft, and with eight 8-inch guns at
each corner of a quadriliteral super-
structure, commanded much atten-
tion abroad when laid down in 1894
and tRias, The British battleships
laid down about the same time car-
ried four twelves and a large nun-
her of 6-inch guns.
The British clung to that form of
armament until the Brittania and
King Edward VII were laid down.
from Kw to tgo4, when ..they were
armed with the same armament of
four twelves, but with a supporting
battery of four 9.2-inch guns each at
the corner cd the superstructure. This
was borrowing the American arrange-
ment of the Indiana.
Meantime American armaments
were governed by changing policy.
The Kentucky class was made to car-
ry out the ideas of the advocates of
super-imposed turrets—twelves pair-
ed in the lower stories and e'sghts
paired in the upper stories, with a
large number of 5-inch guns besides.
Then the Illinois class was designed
and her armament was a retrogres-
sion to the old British system of
twelves and sixes, which was also
adopted for the Ohio class. Tt was
not until the Virginia class was au-
thorized that eights were taken
aboard again, and when the Connec-
ticut class was clrigned another de-
parture was takin by adding to the
four twelve; and eight eights a doz-
en sevens.
COURT AT HICK-
MAN ADJOURNS.
•
Hickman, Ky.. Sept. 24.—The Sep-
tember term of the Fulton county cir-
cuit cart has adjourned. The jury
in the case of Cris vs. Hadden were
unable to agree. 'A verdict for the
defendant was returned in the case
of Phillips vs. Phillips. This suit
involved the possession of the land on
Island No. 8. A verdict of $50 was
rendered for plaintiff in the case of
C. E. Rice vs. the Cumberlayd Tele-
phone company. This was ikrr &im-
ages to a horse which got hurt in a
wire. In the case of Hardin Vs. Yates
the defendant's motion for a new
trial was continued until the next
term of the court and set for trial
on the first day of the term.
, His Suggestion.
"Wham wor that I saw yet boy
Mike carryin' yesterday?" asked Mr.
Dolan.
"That," answered Mr. Rafferty,
"woe his golf outfit. What do yet
think of it?"
"Well, it struck me that all it want-
ed was a pick an' ghovei to be a hne
kit of tools."—Washington Star.
PREWITT'S STAND
KENTUCKY INSURANCE COM-
MISSIONER AGAINST FED-
ERAL SUPERVISION.
His Statement on the Present Situa-
tion and Some Needed Re-
forms Suggested.
Washington, Sept. 28.—A good
deal of surprise is expressed over the
declaration of Henry R. Prewitt, state
insurance commissioner of Kentucky,
outlining his attitude toward federal
supervision of insurance companies.
There is a growing impression all
over the country, especially since the
revelations growing out of the con-
duct of old line companies in New
York, that Federal supervision would
be a mightdy fine thing for the poli-
cy holders. This subject is going to
be agitated vigorously and warmly at
the coming session of concrete', and
the movement for federal supervision
will be re-enforced by a ringing para-
graph in the president's message, ap-
proving such legislation.
M. Prewitt, however, can see no
good in federal supervision. His in-
terview, given in this city while en'
route to New Hampshire to attend
the annual convention of State in-
surance commissioners, in full is as
follows:
"I am hardly inclined to think,"
said he, "that Federal supervision of
life insurance companies is either
practicable or desirable. If the state
officials who are appointed to watch
over the companies would be alert
and thoroughly alive to the necessity
of safe-guarding the interests of poli-
cy-holders, there is but little need of
national interference. If the big com-
panies of New York state alone were
held down to a rigid compliance with
Proper legal restrictions, the rtoblem
would be solved.
"I am of the opinion that out of
did upheaval now in pi-ogres s a great
deal of benefit will accrue to the pub-
lic. Abuses that have been exposed
by the press of the country can no
longer flourish. Some of the West-
ern states have already taken ad-
vanced ground, and are going to
make a strenuous fight for reform. In
the matter of issuing deferred divi-
dend policies there is pressing need
of a change. No such system ought
to be tolerated by any state. Its only
effect is to pile up a huge surplus, and
a surplus nine times out of ten breeds
evil and extravagance. The accumu-
lations of profit should be set aside
for the benefit of the insured and
regularly distributed to policy-own-
em, at least once every five years.
'Another thing that calls for rem-
edy is the payment of big Miseries to
officials. This is a fruitful cause of
'waste of money all along the line,
for with high officials setting a bad
example it is difficult to practice real
economy. Companies that admit of
salaried officials receiving in excess
of $5o,000 a year very properly lay
themselves open to adverse criticism."
r+4-:,+++++.4-1444-.
What Makes Success?
--:-:-:.+41444.4n$4.444.4•4•4÷1-++++
S.e,o • ,iall Field, of Chicago, in an
inter N.icw on the principal qualities
that make successful business men,
says:
"The principal qualities that make
successful business men are three:
"First—Alisolute integrity.
"Second.—Good judgment.
"Third—Perseverance.
"A combination of these qualities
means success. I believe in a high
standard of education. The higher
the better, provided it doesn't make
a man feel he is above the require-
ments of his business, no matter what
they may be.
"No matter how highly educated
the man is he should be willing to
begin at the lowest place when need
be, and when once launched in busi-
ness he should be completely absorb-
ed in it. A man in selecting a busi-
ness should do so with the greatest
care, and should select a career in
which he can be thoroughly interst-
ed.
"A man should never speculate.
but I make a distinction between
speculation and investment.
"Marriage often helps a man in bus-
iness, provided it is with the right
woman. No man should marry un-
less his income is sufficient to enable
him to meet the responsibilities he
has assumed.
"A young man should always live
'within his means and make it a point
to gave something each year no mat-
ter how little.
"I believe in a man having to
make his own way by hard work,
honesty and determination.
"The important factor in a life ca-
reer is that one should not be too
much elated over little successes]
tvfliny persons can stand reverses and
failure, but few people are capable
of controlling themselves in success,
which tries people even more than
failure. One should take both re-
verses and triumphs with equanim-
ity, and keep steadily pushing toward
the chosen goal."
Five persons have been injured, one
fatally, in a wreck on the C., H. & D.
railroad near Glenwood, Ind.
MANY CLOCKS
FORTY TIMEPIECES NOT AN
EXTRAORDINARY NUM-
BER FOR SOME HOUSES.
People Collecting the Tickers Instead
of Bric-a-Brac, Giving Clock-
makers More Work..
(New York Sun.)
"Forty clocks in one house is not
by any means uncomon," said a clock-
maker. "In some private residences
the timepieces exceed even this num-
ber. Almost any house of fair size
will have from fifteen clocks up to
twenty or thirty." t
, With forty or more clocks in ope-
ration it can be imagined jhat a rare
treat may be in store for the restless
guest at his friend's country place.
As he tosses sleepless on the pillow
of his strange bed the hour of 12 ap-
proaches.
Suddenly the slow, sweet tones of
the chimes of the great clock in the
dining room break forth upon the si-
lence in glorious melody. Scarcely
have the chimes died away, follow-
ed by the deep, measured, deliberate
strokes that mark the hour, than an-
other clock bursts forth upon the
scene with its message.
This time the hour is announced
in rather a saucy, emphatic manner—
one stroke banging after the other
like shots from a rapid-fire gun, the
entire twelve 'consuming little more
time than one stroke of the big
clock. Then from another room in
the opposite side of the house comes
the faint and barely distinguishable
notes of a bar of music that is still
another timepiece's way of demon-
strating that the midnight hour has
arrived.
These notes are. closely followed
by a grand chorus of rings, bangs
and tinkles, as the score or more re-
maining timepieces whirl into action.
Silence more intense by contrast
follows this unexpected and some-
what startling outbreak upon the
night's quietness, which is again un-
disturbed save by the occasional
striking of the quarter and half hours.
The guest's sleeplessness disappears
in the perfect silence that follows the
charming midnight concert. /
"How are so many. clocks kept in
good running order?" repeated the
clock-maker. "Easily enough. No
one in the house is supposed to
touch or wind a single clock. That
duty is left to the clockmaker.
"I spend one day each week wind-
ing clocks. In one house alone in
this city an hour and a half of my
time each week is taken up t wind-
ing the clocks. Of course I regulate
them, too. And if there is any slight
repair to be made, I attend to that,
100.
"This constant and careful atten-
tion is economical in the long run.
When a clock-maker attends to your
time-pieces you may be sure the
work is done thoroughly. For he is
regular in his work, and regular wind-
ing means better time.
"A lady in Tarrytown has more
than forty clocks in her summer
home. I make a trip one day each,
week up there through the summer
season to keep her clocks in good
shape. She is a great lover of time-
pieces, and has many rare and beau-
tiful specimens, and never tires of
adding a new clock to her collection.
"Many persons buy clocks just as
they do bric-a-brac, and the number
they already have never seems in any
way to affect their purchase of new
ones that may strike their fancy.
There is an old saying that there's al-
ways room for another clock, and I
guess that's about right.
"No room seems to be complete
without one, and as some residences
have nearly a hundred rooms, it is
easy to understand how one house
may contain forty or more clocks and
yet not have the appearance of a
clock-maker's store, as one might at
first think.
"We now have clocks that suit the
laziest and most forgetful person
down to the ground. These are im-
ported, and run for so days with one
winding. Anybody ought to be able
to remember to wind a clock in that
time, and this style of timepiece
seems to be meeting with great favor,
for we have reecntly sold a great
many of them."
Didn't Pan Out.
"See that plainly dressed man over
yonder? Twenty years ago he walk-
ed into this town barefooted, bought
a box of soap on credit, and com-
menced peddling it for a living How
nsuch do you suppose he is worth to-
day?"
"Oh, I don't know—about a mil-
lion."
"No, sir, he ain't worth a cent, and
he still owes for the soap."—St. Louis
Post-Dispatch.
Cheap Excursion to St. LOttis,
On Monday, October 2, tons, a
special train will leave Paducah Un-
ion depot and rtin via Caos to St.
T.ouis, arriving there about 340 p. m.
Fare for the round trip $3.00. Tick-
ets will be good returning on all reg-
ular trains to and including trains
leaving St. Louis Union station Fri-
day. October 6, 1905.
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent, Paducah,
G. C. WARFIELD, T. A.
Union Depot.
Lv. Hopkinsville
Lv. Princeton..
Ar,
Lv. Paducah....
Ar, Cairo 
Ar, St. Louis 
'Ar. Chicago 
Leave Horse Branch 
Leave Central City 
Leave Nortonville 
Leave Evansville 
Leave Hopkinsvillc 
Leave Princeton 
Arrive Pedaseah . 
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Fulton 
Arrive Gibbs, Tenn. 
Arrive Rives 
Arrive Jackson 
Arrive Memphis 
Arr;ve New Orleans 
North Bound.
Leave New Orleans 
Leave Merapilia 
Leave Jackson, Tenn 
Leave Rives 
Leave Gibbs 
Leave Fulton 
Arrive Paducah 
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Princeton 
Arrive I I opkinsvitle 
Arrive Evaneville 
Arrive Nortonville 
Arrive Central City 
Arrive Horse Branch 
Arrive Owensboro 
Arrive Louisville 
Arrive Cincinnati 
Illinois Central Railroad
TIME TABLES
Corrected Aug. aand, 5905.
South Bound. No, 101
Leave Cincinnati 
 8:20 a.m.
Leave Louisville 
 12:20 p.m.
Leave Owenaboro 
•
3:40 Ps11.
3:55 Pam
4:37 Pm.
•
5:25 p.m.
6410 p.m.
6:43 p.m.
7:55 p.m.
8:31 p.m.
8:39 p.m
10:30 p.m
11:oo a.m.
No. 102
7:10 p.m.
6:5o a.m.
9:42 a.m.
9:48 RIM
10:10 a.m.
ix a.m,.
x125
12:39 p.m.
3:so x.m
6:25 p.m.
1:28 p.m.
2:05 pin.
3:oo p.m.
4:55 p.m.
5:35 p.m.
9:15 p.m.
No. 503
6:oo p.m
9:4o 
p.m.
6:3o p.m.
12:08 a.m.
1:03 a.m.
1:4o a.m.
4:40 P.m.
2:27
3 :40
34$
4:50
5:17
5:23
7:15
8:15
8:15
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m,
a.m.
am.
a.m.
p.m.
No. 121
•
7:25a.m.
*9:ooa.m.
:o5a.m.
r2:3op.m.
:28a.m.
8:3oa.m.
2 :35P-31-
4:15P.m.
4:30P•m•
6 :oop. frt.
8 :3op. tn.
No. 504 No. 122
9 : 1 5
8:50
to:to
11:58
9:15
12:35
1:43
1:48
3:03
9:40
9:45
3:51
4:3o
5:13
8:15
7:50
11:55
a.m
p.m
p.m
p.m.
p.m..
a. in.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a in.
a.m.
a.m.
a in,
a.m.
a.m.
6:ooa.m.
74011-01-
7 :soa.m.
9:29a.m.
ro:35a.m.
I :3oa.m.
12:55p.m.
4:5511.111.
4:55Pm-
ST. LOUIS DIVISION.
(North Round.)
No. 3o6.
Lv. Paducah.... 12 :40p.M.
Ar. Carbondale.. 4:25p.m.
Ar, Chicago 
 5:30a.m.
Ar. St. Louis 
 8:05p.m.
No. 374.
4 =p.m. Lv. St. LOtlis....
8 :40P.m• Lv. Chicago....
8:05aarn. Lv. Carbondale.
Ar. Paducah....
(South Bound.)
No. 305.
7:45a.m.
2 : soa.m.
11 :4oa.m.
3:35P-m-
NO. 375.
9 :41,1)-111-
6:20p.m.
7 :05a.M.
55 :00a.M.
CAIRO-HOPKINSVILLE
(North Bound.)
101-3o1
11:2oa.m.
3:351).111-
4:15P-m-
7:eopm.
8•35P-m-
7:o8a Ara
8:05a.m.
135-835
6 :4oa.m.
7:45a .m.
g xasa.m.
9:30&m.
II :lOa.iTl.
5:00p. M.
9:30P-m
Lv. Chic
Lv. St. Lo
Lv. Cairo 
Ar, Pad
Lv, Padu
Ar. Princ
ago....
uis
ucah....
cah....
eton
Ar. Hopkinsville
LINE.
(South Bound.)
x22-822
6:2opm.
9:40P 111-
6 :o0a.m.
7:4,3•10-
7:soa m.
9:29a-m.
136-836
9 :453-M.
2:15pm.
6 .2op.rn.
8: zop.m.
8:15p.m.
9: 50p.M.
II :00p.M.
Trains marked thus (*) run daiky except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Trains 103 and ma curry through aleeperr. between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains roe and 102 sleepers between Louiserike,
Memphis and New Orleans. Trains 8o1 and 822 sleepers between Paducah
and St. Louis. For further information, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.
GEO, C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
JOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, Ill.
C. C. M.'CARTY, D. P. A.. St. Louis, Mo..
A
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OF-r?ERED TO THE 1 1JBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE WALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARL SELLING AT 6 CENTS ?ER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY r%c PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, me, 15c, 20C
AND UP TO $3.0o PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL FFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE COL-
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGLD BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS aN
JAPAN/ESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AU DROOFING
PAPERS. CALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL 'fREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C.C. LEE
Corner
 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE
SCOTT 'BROS. & CO.'S CELE-
BRATED
bigh
Life flour
WHEN YOU WANT THE BEST
Special to'.Farmers
,
We' are preparing to advertise, in
the Northwest, and if you want to
sell your farm, list it with us and we
think we can sell it for you. Try us.
S. T. RANDLE
Manager Real Estate Department.
Mechanics' & Farmers' Savings Rank,
Room 3, Amer.-Ger. Nat. Bank.
•
IMO..
"
• •
10,- •
••••
„ ANL!,
THERE ARE SOME HEADS
THAT NEVER ACHE 
 I ABeifr THE Ti„IREE
'THERE ARE A GREAT MANY
THAT DO. THOSE THAT DO
NEED
REVALL HEADACHE WAFERS.
roc AND 25c; GUARANTEED.
SEE OUR WINDOW.
Watch Our Window
M'PHERSONS
Drug Store.
Mrs. Frank Barnard has gone to
Smithland for a visit.
Mr. E. A. Epps,kof Nashville, Tenn.
arrived in the city yesterday.
Mr. Will Hendrick, the shoe drum
mer of Evansville, arrived here yes-
terday from a trip.
kir. Victor Van. de Male yesterday
returned from a drumming trip
through Illinois.
Mr.. Frank judge leaves for Ashe-
ville, -N. C., next Tuescra!#•to reside.
Mr. Polk Head has returned. from
- 
business trip to Frankfort,
Mr. Joseph Little, of Palma, Mar-Saturday Morning, Sept. go, 1935.
shall county, was here yesterday.faq•apmemmim
 •1=111
LOCAL NEWS
—The promise for today is for
'cooler weather and perhaps showers.
Mrs. E. L. Whiteaides, osteopath,
Gat 
 
Fraagaia3v.:. Phones, Cild rue
and New 761.
—Next Mionday the I. C. runs a
big excursiso to St. Louis, while on
the 8th one will be run to Louisville.
—The Home of the Friendless chil-
eaea laseees not permitted t3. visit the
carnival, grounds yesterday • on ac-
count'Of the 'matrons fearing the scar-
let fever. Instead the little ones-were
vei,y5a a picnic at Walhtce park.
—Yesterday morning trees borses
belonging to Grocer Henry Foreman,
▪ ‘ pf Eighth. and Jones streets, died of
o poison administered them by some
eseacrupulons persen. The veterinary
surgeon's autopsy showed poison,
—Mr. Ham H. Loving was some
better yesterday with his attack of
malaria! fever.
, —Yesterday at Bettfon there was
'11nished the evidence in the test snit
against the Interstate Lift Assurance
constiokhy of Indianapolis, Incl.
. judge Reid said he would not render
his opinion until next week.
—The Junioi:' Warden Missionary
-
, society will meet this afternoon at 4
sgickok with Mrs. Samuel Hubbard,
Ot Tenth and Jefferson. • a
—Mr. Eddie Rollston, of the After-
.„noon Sun, is confined with an attack
Of malarial fever.
Levi Calhoun was arrested last
night en ibe charge in: throwing a
brick through the window of the res-
. aaurant at Ninth and Trimble streets.
He was taken charge of by Officers
'Beadles and Rogers.
Filling Orr's Place.
Extra Policeman E4ward Alexan-
der is filling the beat formerly occu-
pied - by William Orr, who has re-
signed his position to take charge of
the Magnolia saloon. The police
vorainiesioners at their meeting one
week from next Monday night will
fill the vacancy. It is probable Mr.
Moore Churchhill will be selected for
the place as he is at the bead of the
extra list. He is working at the car-
nival grounds during this week on
account of the additional service be-
ing needed out there.
Special Notice.
The St. Louis special excursion
leaves Paducah Union depot Monday,
Octs.ber and at 9 a. m., fare $3 for
the round trip On Tuesday, Octo-
ber 3rd, the fare .for the round trip
Lis SON" good on regular trains.
T. DeNOVAN, Agent:
likantillb of Ordinance.
Salty Willis, colored, was arrested
last evening aboard a street car for
tcaking' an indecent exposure of his
Orson. Liaenee Inspect-or Edwin
Rivers was aboard the car at the time
and in the aloence of a. policeman,
arrested the man.
Five Plonks Swiped.
Ira Jones, white, was arrested yes-
terday by Officers Terrell and Croix
on the cbarge of stealing $5 fo-mt A.
E. Daniels at the New Richmond ho-
tel where both were stopping.
A 
Galvanized Rutber RoVing war-
ranted for steep Of at roof or over
old ethinglee, requires no coating or
taint. Fora Manufacturing Co, Chi-
cago. G. R. Davis & Bro., local
agents.
Mr. John Trent and sister, Miss
Inez, at aterday left for Mistissippi on
a visit
Mrs. Louis-Dodd, of Hickman, is
here visiting her father, Dr. .B. T.
Hall.
Mrs.. •Lula Turk; of Arkansas, is
visiting Mrs. James Eaker, of West
Trimble street.
Edltpr James Lemon, of Mayfield.
is in the city.
Hon. John K. Hendrick has return-
ed from a trip to Benton.
M. Samuel' Bynum, Of Murray, is
here on business. Ile is accompanied
by his brother, Mr. William Bynum.
Mk. Jbseph Ryan is here from /*fur-
ray, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Artie Hale, of Mur-
ray, are visiting in the city.
Mr. Walter L. Du Moikan has gone
to Troy, New York, to take a course
in civil engineering.
Mn. J. W. Agnew returned yes-
terday from vi-iting in Danville,
Texan.-
Mr, . Ben Billings returned yester-
day from Fulton
Mr. Wtaurice Nash is here from
Louisvilie on a visit.
IMss Genda Vance and Mr. Eddie
fetter, of Ballard county. are visiting
Nfr. W
Mar, Scott ye.steriii. - went
t.i t rc-enter
M. Daler,-, ,i! Rossing-
ton,. v. -itieg in the city.
Col. Fred Kanaeiter and wife have
returned from Dawson.
Miss Margaret Park yestrerday re-
turned front Mayfield.
Mr. George Aycock. of Murray, is
it. tbe city.
Pio Still is here from Ben-
ton on business
Mir. Charles F. Dale. of Murray,
snared in thelity yesterday.
oasa
THE PACKERS MUST
ALL STAND TRIAL.
Vegetated
Calomel
NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI-
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST loc.
Judge Declines to Consider Numer-
ous Technical Objections.
THE KENTUCKY
L.
Chicago, Ili., Sept 49,—Federal
Judge Otis J. Humphrey today sus-
tained the demurrer filed by United
States District Attorney Morrison to
the plea in Atitenient maderby pack-
ers to have indictments for alleged
reefraint sleel.ared void. Judge Hum-
phrey saitfalse made the decision on
broad grounds, without tell4atucag into
consideration technicalities • h the
government advanced against the
plea in abatement.
RESULT OF EXPLOSION.
Made Hole no Feet Deep—Set Off
Another Big Blast.
Port Said, Egypt„ September 29.--
The fore part of the wreck of the
British steamer Chatham. which Was
blawn up yeeterdny, has entirely di-
appea;cil. but the stet-. mast be furth-
er demolished by dynamite. There
is 'a hole 110 feet dr.rp the spot
where 'the 'ter-A rested.
American Assassinated.
Nogales, Ariz., Sept. ark—American
Consul Moraweie at Nogales and.
Sonora yesterday received a telegram
from Choix, a town near Fourtesina-
Ina, Meeico, announcing the assis-
lination by a Mexican of William V.
O'Daly, a prommant civil and min-
ing engineer of HAI section, %alio was
one or the Canaries. Yaqui and Pa-
cific railroad engineers. The murder-
er was captured. No particular. have
fatal learned',
PRANCE SURE TO
JOIN CONFERENCE.
Park, Sept 29.- The officials here
say that it ii practicallr assure that
France will accept an invitation to
the second pea& conierence at The
Hague, owing -to the tusked efforts
of Emperor "Nicholas and President
Roosevelt, but offkial action awaits
Russia's conwnunkation.
Telephone 548.
MONDAY, OCT. 2
MAiIii-EidAND"-NIGHT
THE AURORA BOREALIS OF
ALL FUNNY SHOWS.
1P-rimP4mr—NsoisAahur vows*
Weber's "Dainty Duchess."
RIGHT IN THE SWIM:
An entrancing spectacular production,
presenting two farcical frolics.
The Big Chief of All the
GIRL SHOWS.
More specialties, scenery,
costumes and GIRLS
than and other similar
attraction.
Prices 25c, 35c, 5oc, 75c, $1 00.
Seats on Sale 411turday 9 a. in.
THE RIVER NEWS
This afternoon at 5 o'clock there
leaves for the Tennessee river the
steamer Kentucky. She comes back
again next Thursday night.
The Buttorff leaves Nashville to-
day and gets here tomorrow. She
then lays until noon Monday before
getting out for Clarksville.
rais morning at 8 o'clock there
leaves for Cairo the steamer Warren.
She comes back Weight about it
and remains until Monday morning,
as to morrow she takes her Sunday
rest.
The Joe Fowler left for Evansville
yesterday and. conies back totnoererw.
Today's boat -in that trade is the
Henry Harley which gets out imme-
diately on her return and does not
come bark again from Evansville un-
til Tuesday.
The City of Saltillo got by early
yesterday en 'route to the Tennessee
river from St. Louis.
The steamer Dick Fowler has re-
turned from Mound City, where shehas been undergoing repairs on the
marine ways.
The Joe Fowler will be sent'o the
marine ways at Wand City for re-
pairs next week ir another boat can
be gotten to take her place during
the time.
LEG BROKEN.
POPULAR WANT'S
FOR SALE—On North Sixth and
Boyd, one 4 and one 5 room house.
Inquire lor8 Trimble street.
WANTED—Good stenographer.
State machine familiar with, and &at-
axy required at begining. Corre-
spondence confidential. Address,' Box
96 Paducah.
FOR RENT: Second and third
floors of building on corner Third
and Kentucky avenue; also rooms on
first floor suitable for business of-
fice at very reasonable prices. H.
Marnmen, Jr.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
dwelling, seven rooms, !sage recep-
tion hall, hot and cold water, good
out buildings, nice yard with shade
trees. Wil sell, on terms to suit pur-
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
924 North Seventh street. New
phone No. 63o.
A Cool Refres
THERE IS NOTHING THAT BRACES UP A MANON A HOT DAY LIKE A C003... REFRESHING DRINKOF
13e1v(,dere
the Master Brew
THE PURE, HIGH GRA 1E MALT MAKES ITSTRENGTHENING. THE ,:',AREFULLY SELECT EDHOPS MAKE IT COOLING. THE SKILLFUL BREW-ING GIVES IT A PECULIARLY REFRESHING, SATIS-FYING FLAVOR NOT FOUND IN OTHER BEERS.
ASK FOR BELVEDERE, THE MASTER BREW, ANDBE SATISFIED.
paducah Brewery CompanyNEW POSITION 1 PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
MR. CHARLES RICHARDSON
GOES. WITH HARDY BUG-
GY FACTORY.
Mr. Clarence Milan Sold. Interest in
Commission House to Study
Dentistry—Business World.
M. Charles Richardson has (severed
his connection with the Micheal
Brothens leather. working establish-
ment at Second and Broadway and
will next Mionday take a place with
the Hardy Buggy. company. He has
been shipping clerk at Nikkei!' for
five years past, and takes- tile place
of storekeperlor the buggy factory.
He is one of the most sterling and
reliable young business In of en rgj
and push in this entire city and
make* an excellent attache for the
new industry.
Study 0mon:7.
Mr. Clarence Milan has sold' his
interest in the Hall Commission com-
pany of South Second street, and,
left yesterday for Philadelphia. Pa..
to study dentistry.
Officiali Here:
Superintendent W. J. Skater and-
Fareman E. if. Price, of the Postal
Telegraph company, arrived litre yes-
terday from Louisville, in looking
over the company's business in this
section.
?kering Completion.
The aaw home being constructed-
on West Broadway for City PhysicianSupporting Ropes of Furnitsn-ocm4rRass is gradually nearing comp'etiontory Elevator Brohs. lend will be :42'0 for occupancy with-
in the nest week or two. The doc-Ye-terday morning the ropes hold- I tor will move in just as soon as Con-ing up the freight elevator at the tractor James Gardner finishes thefurniture factory salesrooms, on structure.
South Third street near Broselwae,
broke while the affair was at the
third floor and let the elevator come
ctithiihr_to the bottom' floor with
rapidity. A. S. Drake and Walter
Lee were standing on same at the
time, and as a result of the accident
the left leg of the former was broken.
NOTICE
The miveiling ceremonies of the
Woodtnen of the World take place at
Oak Grove cemetery next Sunday
afternoon, October lith, at 3 o'dock,
weather prevailing. The ceremonies
of this order are very grand and im-
posing and shairld be witnessed by a
large crowd. The public is cordially
invited to be present.
Signed:
GEO. WI LEE, Orr
GEO. R. BROADfOOT,
P: A. CALLOWAY,
Committee.
People interested in harness for
the horse show should see the fine
display at Miller's piano store, $21)
Broadway. AU home made.
Lord Carew. the English nobleman,
is a farmer of renown and owns a
herd of Jerseys of rare strain. Iiis
wife delights to go "a-milking" in a
short skirt and low-cut bodice, and is
said to put most of her expert milk-
maids to blueli.
•
The $3 excursion to St. Louis is
only for special train leaving Paths
call at ç a. m. October and.
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent.
ResIgned'Poeition.
!),Lr. George Hallender has resigned
his position as manager of the local
ladies tailoring establishment con-
ducted by Mr. Lee Levy on Broadway
between Third and Fourth greets
Mr. Hollander came here several
weeks ago from Cleveland, Ohio, and
will return to that city.
Fhtnch Dog.
There passed through here yester-day a fine dog shipped from Paris,
France to If. S. Beven, of Stemmer-
vile, Tenn. The animal was crate
and had been welt looked after. Rehas a pedigree as tong as one's arm,
and came ihtn this city over the Am-
erican Express company, which trans-
ferred it to the Southern, that will
sena it down the N. C. & St. L. to its
deetinatitm today.
PROFESSOR EDDY
DROPS, DEAD
Danville, Ky., Sept. 29.—Prof. L.
Eddy, the oldest teacher the state
school for the deaf, dropped dead
yesterday from heart failure, while
performing his duties at the institu-
tion. 71e had been with the school
for more than thirty years, and was
regarded as a learned scholar.
wift and one child, Mr. Reallert Eddy.
of St. Louis, survive.
The Starks-Ullman Saddleary oam-
pany have a fine display ea' drining,
carriage and double harness on dis-
play at 520 roadway. if yo u are
interested see them. They ca'n't he
beaten
THE OLD RELIABLE PAWNBROKER IS NOW OPEN FOR BUSI-NESS AT 211 BROADWAY.
WATCHES.
zoo 7-jewel Elgin Watcaes for
$3.50; so 7-jewel Elgin Watches
in so and ao year cases, for
Woo and $7.50; 50 01 and 33jewel watches, such as the Bun
Special, Street Special and
Crescent Street, worth $as to$5s.oto sale price $18 to $oap.
OVERCOATS.
too Overcoats to be sold re-
gardless of cost or value: 3:00
unredeemed Overcoats worth
frons $6.00 to ko.00. go at $3.00
•
AND PISTOLS.
A SM Site of Guns and Pistolsto be sold at the very .lowest
prices Also a large stock ot
unredeemed guns and pistols tobe sold at your own price
SHOES
We have z,000 pairs of new, up-
to-date Shoes to be sold regard-
less of cost or value, too pairs
of unredeemed shoes, worth
to $o. oo ; sale price, $1.50 to $0 • 30
MUSICAL IN3ZRUMENTS.
zoo Fiddles, worth from N. so to
• to be sold for $3.3. tolira.so. too Guitar; worth from
S
- oo to Srs.00. 84 prim. $5 .75
to $p. so. so Accordioasitanging
in price from k. 5o to Sea oo;
sale price, $5s . go to $7.o.
CLOTHING.
Tomo Pairs Fan* an new and
up-to-date goods, an hilo Panta•Sale pries, 98c; all Saco and
. so pants go at $1 .41; all $s-So
and Blue pants go at ibie; an
our Se. so and $6. so tailur-made
pants go at $3.411. too coats and
vests to be sold' regardless of
cost or valise.
BEN MICHAEL.
STORE WILL BE OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL gip.
USE KEVIL'S
Jiristocrat flout*
The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.
Jr4 iw 50-49
At WA Central Business Callf!,ge
306 Broadway, PADIICAILILL
WRITE OR TELEGRAPH, FOR CATALOGUE.TODAN BEFORSYOU GO ELSEWHERE.
. f-:--1-4-64-itblo+444-:e4-1-fr•+++4-1
GO TO
HOTEL LAGOMARSINO
FOB YOUR DINNE.L
35d) EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
it :so UN/1"M a P. M. I
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50,c, 12:30 to a.
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385—Residence 16911
. • .
ttth 'Phones 295.
Sherrill-Russell Lumber Co.
Prompt Delivery4 Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.
INCOR.POR.ATILD. 
49,
FULL LINE SASH, DOORS, PINE FLOORING ANDNALL. OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.
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